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MCCH's
GeroPsych
Unit nears
completion

AGT's Skinner
joins lile-up
of talent for
Fancy Farm
By TOM BEFtRY
Staff Writer
Only two more days until the
130th Annual St. Jerome's
Fancy Farm picnic arid counting and news that America's
Got Talent winner Kevin
Skinner is joining the entertainment line-up could add even
more barbecue sauce to the
event.
Skinner will
perform from
9-10 p.m. Saturday, according to event
officials.
Jennifer Fox
and the Pillow
Fighters will
take the stage
from 6 -9 p.m.
Skusiser
The concerts
are free.
Skinner. a native of Graves
County, was the winner of the
fourth season of America's Got
Talent. His debut CD, "Long
Ride" has recently been
released.
However the entertainment
also includes Frankfort-based
Bluegrass band "No Tools
Loaned" on Saturday. Other
events
include
awarding
Pioneer Awards honors on the
main stage at 1:30 p.m. At 10
a.m.. a drawing to win a 2010
Dodge Challenger will take
place. Second prize is S1,000
cash. There will be no admission charge and plenty of free
parking in the area of St.
Jerome's Parish.
Events scheduied for Friday,
Aug. 6, include a mass on the
picnic grounds. About 8,500
pounds of mutton and 10,500
pounds of pork will go into the
pits for the event. A Knights of
Columbus Fish Fry will take
place at 5 p.m. and the classic
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MELONY BFIAY / murray-Catioway County Hospital
Workers put the finishing touches on the new Genatric Psych unit at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A grand
opening for the unit is scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 14, and it will officialiy open on Friday, Oct. 1.

Mils:Shredder
will be available
at recycling day
By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
Make A Difference Day
organizer Bill Wells is inviting all ?vtarray-Calloway
County residents to take
advantage of Saturday's
event to dispose of documents and other paperwork
with a high-volurne paper
shredder.
Wells said those wanting

II See Page 2

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff 4Vnter
Progress on construction of the new
GeroPsych unit at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is nearly complete and
shouloi be finished next week. Keith
Bailey, MCCH CEO, told board members
during their monthly meeting that a grand
opening is scheduled for Tuesday, Sept.
14, and the unit will officially open on
Friday, Oct. 1.
A reduction in salary expenses and spike
in outpatient service revenue helped
MCCH post a healthy operating income
for the month of June. Brad Bloerner, vice
president of financial services, reported
that the hospital had an income from operations of $369,000, a positive move from
the previous months. However, net income
for the hospital was a loss of $165,000,
due to quarterly investments but Bloemer
said that should improve in coming

III See Page 2

MSU Freshman Reading Experience Convocation set
University, community
invited to attend annual
'Great Beginnings' event
By Sherry hirCiain
MSu Public Relations
he provosi office arid the Freshman
Reading Experience Committee at
Murray State University selected
for the 2010 Freshman Reading
Experience book The Last Town on Earth,
a novel by celebrated author Thomas
Mullen. Mullen and his work will be highlighted during the Aug. 16 Great
Beginnings Convocation.

T

The Last Town on
Earth, his first novel, is
set in 1918 Washington
stale. with Wor!al War 1
raging abroad and the
Spanish Flu epidemic
wreaking havoc domestically. Like its real-life
counterparts, the small
of
mill
town
Meilen
Commonwealth attempts
to quarantine itself from
the disease, but townspeople find themselves confronted with ethical, moral and
social challenges when a cold, hungry and
possibly ill soldier appears at the town's
border asking for sanctuary.

Mullen's novel, which was named the
Best Debut Novel of the Year by USA
Today, the Best Book of the 'fear by the
Chicago Tribune and the winner of the
James Fenimore Cooper Prize for
Historical Fiction, explores ethical decision-malting, leadership, reactions to fear,
human dignity, community interactions
and responsibility, justice, arid war and its
accompruiying reactions.
lncoming freshman were asked to read
the book prior to their arrival on campus
later this mouth, and the entire Murray
State University community has been
encouraged to read The Last Town on

IN See Page 2
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Excessive heat warning In
effect until 7 p.m. CDT this
evening.
••••
Thursday. .Partly sunny with
a 40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs• in the
mid 90s. Southwest winds
around 5 mph in the rnorning
shifting to the west in the afternoon Highest heat index readings around 105.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70s.
Northwest winds around 5 mph.
Friday...Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in tie
lower 90s. North winds around 5
mph.
Friday night...Partly cloudy.
Lows around 70.
sunny.
Saturday...Mostly
Highs in the lower 90s.
night...Mostly
Saturday
,lear Lows in the upper 60s.
Sunday...Partly cloudy.
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United Way
accepting
K. Gentry
nominations
Special to the Ledger
The board of directors of the United Way
of Murray-Calloway County are now
accepting nominations for the annual
Kathie Gentry Lifetime Achievement
Award.
The award will be presented at the
United Way Kick-off Banquet on Thesday.
Aug. 31. in 2001, the board initiated the
award, named for Gentry, a long-time
director of Need Line. Gentry was the first
recipient of the award.
"Kathy Gentry was a special person and
in this community we have many special
people" said Peggy Billington, executive
director of the United Way of MurrayCalloway County. "It is a great honor for
the United Way to recognize someone that
is carrying on Kathie Gentry's outstanding
service to the community."
Nominees must meet the following criteria: The nomination must honor a person

•See Page 2

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
ACCIDENT WITH INJURIES: Firefighters with the Murray Fire Department clean up the scene of a collision as the
corner of 12th and Sycamore streets Wednesday afternoon. According to Sgt. Tracy Guge of the Murray Police
Department, units responded to the accident at 4:25 p.m. She said a 17-year-old was dnving a red Pontiac Grand
Am south on 12th Street when the person failed to stop at a red light and struck the passengers side of a 1992
Toyota heading west on Sycamore. The driver of the Toyota was Karen Hunter, 52, of Murray, and an 8-year-old
and 6-year-old were in the car with her, Guge said. After the Grand Am struck the Toyota, it also collided with a van
driven by Brett Bazzel, 25, of Murray, who was stopped and facing east on Sycamore. All five were transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance. Hunter and Bazzel were treated and released.
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Fines for parking offenses
could be raised, city reports
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The ('Ity of Murray could increase fines for more senous
parking offenses like parking in a handicapped space and
blocking tire hydrants because of a vote by the Public Safety
C'ommittee earlier this week.
As it currently stands, there is a $10 fine for overtime
parking: a $10 fine for parking on a crtisswalk; a S25 fine
for blocking a tire lane or tire hydrant; a $10 fine for
obstructing or blocking traffic; a a $10 tine for splitting
parking spaces; a $25 fine for parking in a handicapped
space; a $10 fine for parking in a no parking zone; a $10
tine for parkii,g in a loading zone and a $10 fine for parking
on the left side of the street. Fines double if they. are not paid
:after 10 days.
Committee member Jason Pittman .n-cssed that they a are
discussing raising soma of the fines not for budgetary reasons, but because there had been a consensus among members of the aommittee and counail that some of them were
out-of-date when it came up in recent discussions.
Committee Chainnan Jeremy Bell agreed that he definitely
thought $25 was too low. for parking in front of a tire
hydrant or in a handicapped space without a handicapped
tag.(Ity Clerk Harla McClure said the city. had collected
only about $7,(XX) in parking fines in the previous fiscal
year. not making much of a ditference in the city's bottom
line.
To put things in perspective, Intenm Fire Chief Diekie
Walls said that if someone has a bush on their property
blocking a hydrant and is warned to remove it, that person
would be tined $ I(X) a day until they complied. He added,
though. that this was sotnething only the fire marshal had the
authority.' to enforce.
The committee voted to increase the fine for parking on a
crosswalk to $50: blocking a tire lane or tire hydrant to $50;
obstructing or blocking traffic to $25; splitting parking
spaces to $25: parking in a handicapped space to $50; and
parking in a loading zone to $25. All others would remain
the same.
An ordinance reflecting the committee's recommendation
will go before the full council on Aug. 12 for a vote.
The committee also discussed the problem of drivers parking alongside State Route 94 and Broach Street while waiting to pick up children from Murray Elementary. School.
Bell brought up the issue several weeks ago with a proposal
to make Broach a one-way street, but the committee decided
to table the discussion and meet with Mun-ay Independent
Schools Supenntendent Bob Rogers for further discussion.
The meeting this week. Bell said that after funher research.
it w.as discovered that there is no city ordinance that bars
parking on Broach Street even though there are signs waniing against standing. stopping or parking. Allbritten said
state tickets could be written for violators. but the city would
receive no revenues for those.
Bell said that the committee would wait a couple of weeks
after school starts to see if the situation improves or stays the
same before discussing the issue further.

•Nominations...
From Front
tor a lifetme of humanitarian
service to others in our community'. the nominee must be a resident of Calloway• County and
the exhibit the characteristics
and attributes of Gentry. Those
characteristics are being selfless. caring and compassionate
in a quiet, unassuming way.
respectful of the humanity and
dignity of all people and serving
others above and beyond the
call of duty.

Previous award
winners
include: Gentry. 2001; Opal
Oakley, 2002; Peggy William.a.
2003; Eric Kelleher, 2004;
Thelma Warford. 2005: Teresa
Speed. 2006: Mark Kennedy'.
2007; David Hudspeth. 2008;
John Dale. 2009.
For more details on how. to
nominate a person for the
award, aontact the United Way
of Mun-ay-Calloway County at
the office on 607 Poplar Street
or call 753-0317.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LEfitER&TIMES

Preschool,
Head Start
schedule
registration
By Sherry Purdern
Murray Independent School Dist.
Public Information Officer
The NIurray Piviischool/Head
Stan and Early Head Start will
hold registration for the 20102011 school year on Fnday,
Aug. 13. from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Registration will be held on the
first I-1(dd of Alexander Hall on
North 16th Stieet. on the
Murray State Campus.
Parents will sign up for busing. complete meal cards and
meet .heir child's teacher.
Please bring any enrollment or
health docuinents needed at
this time.
'The Preschool/Head Start
program serves eligible threeand four-year-sold children. A
limited number of tuition slots
are available on a "first comefirst serve" basis for children
not otherwise eligible. The
Early head Stan program
serves
eligible
pregnant
women. infants and toddlers to
age three. Early Head Start
children are served at a center
located on the first floor of
Alexander Hall.
Preschool/Head Stan children arc served at one of three
sites:
UniversityCenter/Alexander Hall. the
Willis Early Childhood Center
or the Ruby. Simpson Child
Development
Center/MSU
campus.
For more information.
please call 809-3262.

Heat wave bakes
18 states from
Texas to New York
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Election officials are touting
air conditioned polling places
in Tennessee as a dangerous
heat wave bakes a large swath
of the nation from Texas to
New' York.
Heat advisories or warnings
were in effect in 18 states
Thursday. with temperatures in
the niid to upper 90s and high
humidity driving the heat index
well over 100.
The
National
Weather
Service says the hottest air of
the summer has moved into the
mid-South. It called the heat
wave dangerous and urged people to avoid outdoor work,
drink lots of liquids and stay
cool.
Tennessee is holding state
pnmary and local general elections. with highs forecast at 101
degrees in Memphis and 98 in
Nashville. Election officials
encouraged voters to turn out
by. stressing that ballot stations
are air conditioned.
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WASHINGTON INTERN: U.S. Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell recently welcomed Sarah Doran ot Murray, as an intern in his Wahington D.C. office. During her intemship. she will be working with issues related to health and education. Doran. 21, is a rsing
senior at Miami University and is studying History, Business Legal Studies and Political
Science. Doran is the daughter of Harold and Kelly Doran and is a graduate of Murray High
Schooi.

II Skinner to perform at Fancy Farm...
From Front
one-mile run will take off at 6 p.m. Evening music
will be provided by Lew Jetton and 61 South.
According to political speaking coordinator
Mark Wilson. the much-anticipated political
speaking v.ill begin at 2 p.m. with remarks by
emcee Rep. Jeff Hoover. R-Jamestown. Ky the
GOP Minonty Leader in the Kentucky House. followed by. speakers including Gov. Steve Beshear.
Most candidates or speakers will have seven
minutes in which to speak. Any candid:de going
over that amount of time will be drowned out by
the Fancy Farm Band.
Other than Beshear those scheduled to speak
include U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, Lt. Gov.
Daniel Mongiardo and Secretary' of State Trey
Grayson.
Also included will be U.S. Senate candidates
Jack Conway. D-Louisville. and Rand Paul, RBowling Green; contenders for Sen. Jim
Bunning's U.S. Senate seat in the November
General Election. That event is expected to draw

both state and national media attention.
The list also includes U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, RHopkinsville. and Democrat Rep. Charley
Hatchett of Benton who is challenging Whitfield
for the First District House seat.
Also speaking are First District Sen. Ken
Winters, R-Murray, and Rep. Fred !slesler. DMayfield.: Republican Mike East and Democrat
Rex Smith who are running against Sen. Bob
Leeper. an Independent: Republican Steven Rudy.
and Democrat Mike Lawrence will also speak.
Hoover will flip a coin to determine the speaking order.
Wilson said previously that Fancy Fami political committee has also reiterated its policy that
there be "no profanity" spoken during die .sometimes heated political debate. During last year's
event, Conway got a bit carried away dunng his
comments. A move that drew much criticism and
prompted the censorship move.
For more information concerning the picnic, go
on-line to www.fancyfarmky.topcities.com or
www.fancyfarmpicnic.org.

III Recycling...
From Front
to do so !nay shred up to Si
pounds of matenal. The shredder is pmvitied by Purchase
Records Destruction (PRD).
Shredding is a safe way to dispose of important, but unwanted
pal erwork without running the
risk of identity. theft.
The 77th Make A Difference
Day event will take place
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Murray State University's
Roy Stewart Stadium.

According to Wells. the event
is making a real difference in
Calloway County'. Dunng past
events 19,872 pairs of eyeglasses. 7,831 inkjet cartridges.
1,544 cell phones. 94,600 aluminum cans, 2,444 tons of
paper, 14,855 gallons of oil.
138.5 gallons of prescription
drugs. 3,500 pounds of batteries. 1.500 pounds of books and
79.150 pounds of clothing has
been donated. Volunteers have
donated 155 hours to the event

11 MSU Reading...
From Front
Earth.
Mullen will be the keynote
speaker at the New. Student
Convoeation at 4 p.m. in Lovett
Auditonum on Monday'. Aug. 16.
He will be meeting the public and
signing books in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery. located in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center on campus from 1:30-3 p.m. that daN

Adchtional events for students
during the academic year will
focus on the ISS4leS of decisionmaking. community, fear. epidemics, war and justice that are
addressed in the book.
Copies of The Last Town on
Earth are available in the Murray
State Bookstore located in the
Curris Center on Chestnut Street
just around the corner from the
Five Points intersection.

• Personal & Business
Banking

11 MCCH...
From Front
months. He added that VOILIMe
at the hospital in June and July.
had been around 65, but currently is more than 80.
No formal progress has been
made in securing a contract
with Radiology. Associates of
Murray after the board voted in
June to ask them to sign an
operational contract within 90
days. Chip Adams told the
board he has been in contact
with their attorney and had
been optimistic that he would
have something by.. early' July.
The board voted to ask for a
contract after discussing the
matter in the Wednesday. June
3, board meeting and determining that it would be in the best
interest of the hospital and
Radiology Associates to have a
formal contract.
In other business. the board:
• Heard from Bailey that John
Bright. who has served as interim Chief Medical Officer. is
now. the formal CMG of the
hospital.
• approved a title change of
John Wilson from director of
human relations to vice president of human relations,
• heard a corporate compliance quanerly report,
• heard and approved a patient
care/P1 repon and medical staff
report.
• held a semi-annual meeting
of
the
Murray.-Calloway
County
Endowment
for
Healthcare and approved four
policies and
• adjourned into executive.
session for personnel anti to
discuss potential litigation.

It's the Longest Yard
Sale's 23rd anniversary

630 N. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
270.759-4852
www.bankofcadiz.com

We Want To Thank All Of Our Customers

For Their Patronage And Invite You
To Celebrate With Us!
Friday, August 6, 2010
Refreshments 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

JAMESTOWN. Tenn. (API
—It's the 23rd anniversary year
of the World's IA-ingest Yard
Sale.
For the next four days, collectors and bargain hunters
from Alabama to Michigan can
again rummage roadside sun I
along U.S. 127. For many
treasure hunting in the off-thebeaten path marketplace has
become an annual summertime
tradition. And nobody with
money to spend has to go hungrv.
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Murray Ledger & Times

Obituaries
Rev. George T. Gray
Rev. George T. Gray. 84, of Murray died at 7:04 p.m. Wednesday
August 4, 2010 at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Born Nov. 5, 1925 in Bedford. Va.. he was a member of First
Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife. Estelle R. Gray whom he married
Sept. 19, 1947. He is also survived by two daughters; Kvu-en R :nee
Gray of Ruston. Va. and Teresa G. Rollins and her husband. Kenny.
of Frankfort. Ky: one grandchild and four great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are incotnplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home in Murray. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Paid Obituary
Dr. James Thomas Long

Funeral services for Dr. Jamtei Thomas Long. 77, of Murray were
scheduled for 10 a.m. today. Thursday. August 5 at BlalockColeman & York FLIFICriii HOITIC in Murray- with
Rev. Boyd Smith officiating. Burial followed at
Mu.ray City Cemetery' with full U.S. Navy honors.
Music was provided by Laurie. Ashlee. Lauren and
Hannah Edminster and Jordan Richmond.
Pallbearers were Dr. Tom Gray. Dr. Terry.
Canerdy. Dr. Jin Rudolph, Dr. Tony Brannon.
Adam Clay Edwards
David Poynor. Dr. Lewis Williarns and Dr. Jim
Adam ClaY Edwards, 33. of Tijuana, Mexico formerly of Benton.
Ahrenholz.
Ky died Saturday. Juts- 24, 2010 in Tijuana
Donations may bc made to: Hospice House
He is survived by mother and stepfather, Connie
Fund. Murray-Calloway- County Hospital, 803
Long
Darnall Prather and Wendell "Cooler" of Mayfield,
Poplar Street, Murray, KY. 42071 or Calloway
Ky.; his fattier and stepmother, Ricky Edwards and
County' Public Library. 710 Main Street. Murray. KY.
Wanda of Lynnville, Ky son, Diago Edwards of
42071.
I ijuana, Mexico; one sit ter. Amy Felts of Benton.
Long died at 12:30 a.m. Tuesday. August 3, 2010
Ky; one brother, Doug Edwards of Murray: paterat his home. Born Jan. 24. 1933 in Obion Co. Tenn.
nal grvindmother, Evelyn Feivvards and his aunts
Long was the son of Howard Long anti Lessie
arid urieles, Judy and Wayne Clark; Mitch and tSanders) Long of Gleason, Tenn. His father preceded him in death.
Dianna Philltps. Terry "Tater and Brenda but his mother SlirViNTS.
Edwards, Twila and Bill Berberich.
Long v.vas the retired chairman of the Agriculture Department at
He was preceded in death by maternal grandpar- Murray State University. He received a Ph.D from Texas A&M
Edwards
ents. Stanley Darnall and Rosebud Thompson University and was employed there for 20 years pnor to moving to
Darnall; and his paternal grandfather Ned Edwards.
MSU. He was a retired captain in the U.S. Navy Reserve. having
Funeral services will be 2 p.m. Friday, August 6, 2010 at Filbeek- served on the U.S.S.(7oral Sea aircraft carrier and was a rnember of
Cann & King Funeral Home. Brother Eugene Powell will officiate First United Methodist C'hurch. He was also an honorary member of
and burial will follow in the Jackson-Starks Cemetery. Friends may Alpha Gamma Rho.
call after 10 a.m. until the funeral hour Fnday, August 6 at the funerOther than his mother, he is survived by his wife, Peggy
al home.
(Douglass) Long. whom he married June 1. 1957. He is also survived by two daughters. Melinda Pember and her husband. Steve.
and Amy McDowell and her husband. David, all of Murray': one son.
William H. `Bill' Hafford
Vvilliam H. 'Bill. Halford, 82, of Murray died Tuesday. August Tim Long and his wife. Maria, of Austin, Texas and one sister, Joyce
03, 2010 at 8:30 p.m. at his home.
Lofton and her husband, Carl, of Dresden. Tenn: five grandchildren.
He was a retired command sergeant of the Meagan Pember, Kelley Long, Kasey Long, Kyle Long and Sarah
United States Army after 26 years and was also a McDowell. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralveteran of the Korean War. He also retired as per- home.com.
sonnel director for the Murray Calloway County
Hospital after 13 years. He was a member of the
Memonal Baptist Church and the Path Finder sunday school class.
He was born February 6. 1928 in Dyer
Tennessee to the late Elbert A. and Leona Needham
Halford. In addition to his parents he is also precedCLEVELAND (AP) - safety and privacy laws.
ed in death by his wife, Carolyn Ann Thompson
France, 41, was not comDread of the unknown hung in
Hatford
Halford and brother, James A Halford. He is surthe air as Lynn France typed two pletely blindsided by her
vived by- his daughter, Kathy Thweatt arid husband
words into the search box on Facebook discovery, which haplift Joe Wayne of Murray', son, William A.(Bill) Halford
Facebook: the name of the pened in January' 2009. That fall,
of Benton, four grandchildren. Megan Thweatt of
woman with whom she believed she had grown suspicious when
Brownsville. Tenn.. Robin Thweatt of Murray,
her husband was having an her husband began taking freMatthew Halford of Benton. Cara 0•Daniel of
quent business 'trips. even leavaffair.
Benton.
Click. And there it was, the ing the day the couple's newthe
chapel
of
The
p.m.
Fnday,
August
6,
in
Services will be held 1
stuff of nightmares for any bom son came home from the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Jim Simmons and Bro. Martin
spouse, cuckolded or not. hospital. Once, she found his
Sevems will officiate. Burial will follow in the Memorial Gardens.
Wedding photos. At Walt Disney passport at home when he was
Visitation svill be held today, Thursday, August 5. from 5- 9 p.m. at
World. no less. featuring her supposed to be in China for
the funeral home.
husband literally dressed as business.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Memonal Baptist
In October. before leaving for
Prince Charming. His new wife,
Church Mission Team 906 Main Street Murray, KY 42071 or the
a pretty blonde, was a glowing another trip. her husband lett a
Marshall County. Relay For Life, Attention' Mitzi English,-255
Sleeping Beauty, surrounded by hotel website up on the couple's
Johnston Subdivision. Benton, KY 42025.
computer screen.
footmen.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral"So I actually went there with
"I was numb with shock, to
home.com
tell you the truth," says France, a girlfriend. just to see for
an occupational therapist from myself for sure,- France says.
Wayne Johnston
Westlake, a Cleveland suburb. "He was there with this girlWayne Johnston, 65, of Kirksey, Ky. died Tuesday, August 3, "There was likc an album of 200 fnend. 1 said, -Hey, I'm his wife.
2010 at his home.
pictures on there. Their whole We've got a baby.He was owner and operator of Gibson Ham Co. for nine years; he wedding.'The woman told France that
was also a member of the University Church of Christ.
husband
claimed she was engaged to France's
The
Kirksey.
Donelson
Johnston
of
He is survived by his wife. Evelyn
Thursday that his marriage to husband.
They married May 18, 1969 in Benton, Ky.; two sons, William Lynn France was never valid.
"Sure enough. they were regJohnston of St. Louis, Mo., Darren Johnston and his wife, Tammy. He said she knew earlier about istered for a wedding at Target...
of Murray: two sisters, Claudene Darnell of Murray and Glenda the other marriage and was mak- France says.
Lawson and her husband, Joey,. of Dexter: mother in law, Odell ing the Facebook claim as a pubA girlfriend recommended
Donelson of Murray, brother in law, Roy Donelson and his wife, licity ploy.
checking the womads Facebook
Barbara, of Murray: also several nieces and nephews. He was preAffairs were once shadowy page. which was then open to
ceded in death by his parents. Esti! Jew-ell arid Deliah Beauton matters. illicit encounters whis- the public, France says. but has
Darnell Johnston.
pered about and often difficult to since become private. There,
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Saturday'. August 7. at the J.H. prove. But in the age of France found evidence of an
Churchill Funeral Home. Richard Youngblood and Charlie Bazzell Facebook and Twitter and light- unfolding relationship that she
will officiate. Burial will be in the Fawcett Cemetery'. Visitation will ning-fast communication. the still couldn't v,Tap her head
be held 5-8 p.m. Friday, August 6 at the funeral home.
notion of privacy is fast becom- around. Overwhelmed with two
Online condolences can he left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- ing obsolete. From flirtatious young children, she confronted
home.
text messages to incnminating her husband. She says he told
e-mails. marital indiscretions are her he wouldn't actually go
William Oaks
much easier to track-especial- through with the wedding.
William Oaks, 75. of Buchanan. Tenn., died Thursday, August 5, ly- it potentially damaging phoIt wasn't until she saw- the
2010 at Lourdes Hospital in Padueah.:Arrangements are incomplete tographic evidence is posted wedding photos that she finally
at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
began divorce proceedings.
online.
"People who engage in these
''All of these things are just a
trail of cyber breadcrumbs that sorts of behasiors now have the
Roberta Hutcltens
Funeral Services for Roberta Hutchens, 91, of Murray are sched- are easily- tracked by good option of trying to keep things
uled for 11 a.m. today. Thursday. August 5. 2010 at Heritage Family divorce lawyers." says Parry' private or tuming it into a specFuneral Home with Bro. Randy Lowe officiating. Interment will fol- Aftab, an expert on Internet tacle"'
low at Murray' Cemetery'.
Hutchens died Monday. August 2. 2010 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was a retired babysitter in Murray for 35 years
1:R X1
and a member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Hutchens was preceded in death by her husband. Olive F.
Hutchens; her parents. Sam and ldella McLaughlin Devine: her fos1001 Vi hitnell A‘e.• Nhirray, KY -Q071-1040
ter parents. Archie and Hezel Bailey: her daughter. Diane Mitchell;
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
four brothers. Clifton. B.A.. John Devine. and Edwin Bailey; and
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
one sister, Edna Devine. She is survived by two daughters, Anita
Morgan and her husband. Kenny. of Murray and Bettye Harper of
Calvert City, a brother. Elroy Bailey' of New Albany. IN: a sister,
an ousekatnurra‘leager.com
Alice Roar:e. Publisher
Rowena Shine of New Albany, IN: seven grandchildren, nine great
editorgemurra ledger.oan
(;reg
grandchildren: and three great-great grandchildren.
adswinurrailedger.c,m,

Wife learns of husband's
bigamy on Facebook

LEDGER &TIMES
Chris

Laiwani A. jarvis, 66. of Jacksonville Fla., died at 9:26 a.m.
Wednesday, August 4. 2010 at Murray.. Calloway County' Hospital.
Arranetenients are incomplete at The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

'Deadbeat tenants' is
spray painted on home
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP)A North Camlina landlord fed
up with tenants who didn't pay,,
their rent painted her cnticism
on the garage for all to see.
WBTV reports that landlord
Vanessa McCants spray painted
the words "deadbeat tenants" on
a Charlotte house she rents to
Shanae Jackson.
McCants says she hasn't
been paid the $1.300 monthly

rent for two months and she's
losing the home to foreclosure.
Jackson admits she's not paying the rent hut says she can't
afford both the rent and moving
expenses. Jackson called police
after painting over the cntique
on the side of the home's garage.
Police refused to charge
McCants because spray' painting
your own property is not a
crime.
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WASHINGTON
AP --Medicare and Social Security the foundation of a secure retirement - are facing stratns from
an aging population and an
economy that can't seem to get
out of low gear.
And despite assertions to the
contrary by the Obama administration. the new health care law
doesn't improve Medicare's solvency by much.
As the government releases
its annual financial checkup
Wednesday on the two giant
programs that eupport millions
of middle-class retirees, the
prognosis is guarded.
Demand for services is going
up. and income from payroll
taxes
can't
keep
pace.
Meanwhile. the gpvernment has
used trust fund surpluses tr pay
for other needs, ie:iving
Medicare and Social Security
with a pile of IOUs.
Interest in the trustees' report
is running high this year because
it's expected to delve into the
effects of the new federal health
care law- on Medicare.
The report is being issued by'
three top administration officials. Treasury- Secretary' Tim
Geithner. Health Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius and Labor
Secretary' Hilda Solis. They' will
be joined by a fourth trustee.
Social Security' Commissioner
Michael Astrue. appointed to a
six-year term in 2(X)7 by former
President George W. Bush.
But the number-crunching
and analysis are done by nonpartisan professionals at the Office
of the Actuary. an obscure economic unit in the Health and
Human Services Department
that has a reputation for in-dependence.
To the consternation of White
House officials, recent reports
from that office have raised
questions about the heath care
law's impact on Medicare.
An Apnl 22 analysis pointed
out that the highly touted gain of
12 years of additional solvency
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raising taxes on any' group at the
WASHINGTON (AP) Treasury Secretary Timothy current moment would he hamn
Geithner said Wednesday that ful for the economy.
extending the Bush-era tax cuts
Geithner said extending the
for the wealthy would be a $700 tax cuts for the top 2 percent ot
taxpayers would cost $700 bilbillion mistake.
Geithner said cuts for fami- lion over a decade and $30 billies making more than $250.000 lion for a single year. He said
annually should be allowed to wealthy. farnilie• are more likely
expire on schedule at the end of to save the money. which doesthe year. But the administration n't help the economy in the shon
believes tax cuts for the 95 per- run.
Geithner said allowing the
cent of taxpayers making less
than $250.000 should be extend- tax cuts on the wealthy to expire
would also help get the soaring
ed, he said.
Geithner's comments came deficits under control.
"Borrowing to finance tax
dunng a speech at the Center for
American Progress and focused cuts for the top 2 percent would
on what is likely to be a key.' eco- be a $700 billion fiscal misnomic battle leading up to the take." Geithner said. "It's not the
November midterm elections. prescription that the economy
Unless Coneress acts, all of the needs right now and the country
tax cuts approved in 2001 and can't afford it."
Geithner rejected the argu2003 will expire at the end of
ment that all of the tax cuts
December.
Republicans have argued that should be extended for a couple
all of the tax cuts should be of years so the economy. can
extended. They contend that improve.
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from the health
overhaul is largely an "appearance,- stemming :Rini how
Medicare cuts are handled under
accounting
rules.
federal
Savings from those cuts would
be used to finance coverage for
the uninsured.
"In practice. the improved
Medicare) financing cannot be
simultaneously used to finance
other federal outlays(such as the
coverage expansions) and to
extend the trust fund, despite the
appear-ance of this result from
the respective accounting conventions." the report said.
A companion report concluded that some of the S575 billion
in Medicare savings over 10
years "may be unrealisticbecause future Congresses could
be pressured to roll back cuis to
providers in the health ,:are law.
The actuary's office also projected enrollment will plummet
in popular private insurance
plans offered through Medicare.
as a result of cuts in the health
care law.
The picture for Social
Security isn•t encouraging.
either.
Last year. the trustees projected that Social Security.
would run out of money by 2037
unless Congress acts. Since
then. the poor economy has
increased pressure on the program's finarices. as payroll taxes
fell anti the number of people
applying for early retirement
and disability.- benefits increased.
For the first time since the
1980s. Social Security will pay
out more money in benefits this
year than it collects in payroll
taxes. according to pmjections
by' the Congressional Budget
Office.
More than 53 million people
receive
Social
Security'.
Retirement benefits average
$1.1(X) a month. and disabied
workers get an average ot
5.1.065. Medicare covers more
than 46 million retirees and disabled people.

Geithner: Extending
Bush tax cuts a mistake
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Chapmans to play Lovett Auditorium in October
Special to the Ledger
Ste\ en Curtis Chat3rnan ahd
his family are embarking on a
new journey together this fall as
they venture out on a "A Night
with the Chapmans.- The special family affair kicks oft Sept.
10 in Lancaster, Penn. and will
hit 34 cities before ending on
Nov. 21 in Baltimore. Md. They
will play at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium
at 7 p.m. Friday, Oct. I.
The nicht of rrusic arid hope
with the multi-platinum selling
and award-winning artist will
feature some of his most memorable hits from his more than
two decades-long career. Songs
to expect include "Live Out
Loud." "Cinderella" and many
more of his extensive catalog
loved by all. Chapman will also
bring back by popular demand
his request time where attendees
can ask that their song be added
to
the
set
Via
www.StevenCurtisChapman.co

m.
inamage to Chapman, struggles
"We've prayed for months for emotional balance. and livthat each evening of this tour be ing with grief. she will open up
an opportunity to ponder impor- about how she has. wrestled with
tant things, arid to celebrate the God even as she has allowed
hope we have in Jesus. the great him to write her story-both durhope lin so thankful continues ing times of happiness arid those
to carry' us all." Chapman said.
of tragedy. Mary Beth's transAs a part of this very' special parent style will surprise audiseason. Mary Beth Chapman ences with the depth of her faith
will join her husband for the first struggle and her hilarious sense
time ever on the tour. "There are ot humor. Mary Beth arid Steven
three things I told God I would will also proudly introduce audinever ever do: homeschool. ences to the band Caleb, a new
adopt. and speak in public." she band featuring their sons Caleb
said. "Well. we've already arid Will Franklin.
horneschooled. you know we've
Show Hope. the title sponsor
adopted. and now this fall I'll be of the tour, is a ministry founded
on stage speaking at Steven's by the Chapmans that enables
concerts." With a smile Mary individuals and communities to
Beth adds."now I'm telling God change the world for orphans by
I will not go to Hawaii for three not only addressing a child's
months."
need for food, shelter. care. and
Mary' Beth will share her spiritual nourishment, but by
journey' as reflected in her inau- also addressing the rocit issue for
gural book, "Choosing To See." an orphan: the lack of a family.
available this September and coIn other Chapman news, dte
written with Ellen Vaughn. title track from his current
Discussing her courtship and album. "Beauty Will Ftise" is

Mayfield's Purchase Players
debuts '12 Angry Men'Friday
are slated for 7 p.m. on Friday ence with ark all-male cast." said
and Saturday nights with after- assistare director Ann Watson.
noon showings at 2 p.m. on "There are definitely some
Sunday both weekends.
comedic moments and some
The cast of the show includes huge dramatic moments."
several nevi actors and many
In "12 Angry Men." a 19seasoned Purchase Players year-old man has just stood trial
standbys. The diverse cast for the fatal stabbing of his
includes - Ed Richard. Alan father. As the guard leads the
Colburn, Richard Hash. Roy' jurors away for deliberation. he
Henley, Harold Leath. Jacob mutters that the young man
Hein, Stan Addison, Emil "doesn't stand a chance." It
Samson. Michael Sexton, Don appears to be an open-and-shut
Johnson, Barry. Leonard. Justus case. until one of the jurors
Wright and Brian Parks.
begins to open the eyes of the
"We'se got six first-time-on- other' about the facts that surstage actors." Gream said. round the fateful event.
"We've got a teacher from
As the deliberations continue.
Mayfield High School and tlu-ee the jurors begin to reveal their
teachers from the Graves own characters as the various
County School System."
testimonies are re-examined.
"It has been quite an expen- The murder is re-enacted and a
new murder threat is born before
the jurors eyes.
"We're doing the 1950s version where a guilty. verdict in a
murder case means an automatic
death penalty." Gream said. "So
the jurors have a tough job
ahead of them. Through the
deliberation, you can see the
individual struggles through the
characters."
Tempers flare and arguments
grow heated as the 12 jurors
become 12 angry men.
Gream said that the show.
v.rhich lasts roughly' an hour and
a half long, is full of dramatic
moments.
Mtruster of Dover Church of Christ, Dover, TN
"All of the action is in orie
single jury room," Gream said.
"There are no bells and whistles
to this."
SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
Tickets for "12 Angry Men"
will go on sale an hour before
Bible Study - 10:00 a.rn.
each performance at the
Preaching - 10:50 a.m.
Community Performing Arts
Center box office. Advanced
tickets may be purchased
Monday, Tuesday. and Thursday
Sunday Evening Service - 7:30 p.m.
this week from 5-7 p.m. at the
Monday Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
box office as well. For more
information, contact Purchase
Tuesday Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
Players at 251-9035 or visit
to www.purchaseplayers.com.

By Barry Danowski
Purchase Players Publicity
The firs; all-male cast will
take a step back in the past for
Purchase Players next production. "12 Angry Men."
"I'm very' excited to be
directing the first all-male cast
for Purchase Players," said veteran Purchase Players actress
and "12 Angry Men" director
Donna Gream."I'm also excited
to be doing this in a black and
white version. It's going to be
like watching and old black and
white movie."
Purchase Players' production
of 12 Angry Men will open
Fnday at 7 p.m. and run this
weekend and next weekend at
the Community Performing Arts
Center in Mayfield. Productions

GOSPEL MEETING
Sun., Aug. 8th, Mon., Aug. 9th
& Tues., Aug. 10th
Kirksey Church of Christ
Speaker: Johnny Polk

•

Xottat(Tea with the 'Aiincesses
Ariel cordially invites you to join her and her special guest Cinderella
for a Roval Tea with the princesses!

Saturday, August 7 • 9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Weaks Community Center

now having an impact on radio.
The album. released last winter.
is a collection of 12 compelling
and profound songs created during the walk through the darkness of the loss of Chapman's
daughter Maria and while God
continued te meet him there on
the journey. Part lament. part
praise. part grief. part hope. part
wrestling. part pondering, these
tracks resonate as Chapman's
personal Psalms It is a desperately hopeful. raw, personal. and
honest recording that is likely
the most important of his
already incredible more than 20year-old ministry'.
For more information on
Chapman. the tour and a full list
of
dates.
visit
www.StevenCurtisChapman.co
m. twittercom/StevenCurtis, or
http://www.facebook.com/#!/ste
vencurtischapm an?ref=ts. For
tickets to the show on Oct. I.
call 1-800-745-3000 or visit
www.ticketmaster.com.

Special to the Ledger
ndia Jackson Cos:nran w
recently featured in an article in
Dance Studio Life. published in
a Norton MA magazine for
dance students.
Cochran opened her first
dance school in August 1956
under the guidance of her
teacher Rosemary' Peterson.
Some local senior citizens may
remember Peterson - or Miss
Rosemary - as being their first
teacher.
Cochran's first lessons were
held on the stage of what is now
Murray Middle School, taught
by Miss Betty Havel. Miss
Havel was a Murray State student and also the N1HS band
director.
In July 1960, Rosemary.
Peterson and Lyndia Cochran,
members of Chicago National
Association of Dance Masters,
seeing the need to bring professional teactting into the area to
expose and train students without the long trips to New York.

Steven Curtis and Mary Beth Chapman

Los Angeles, Chicago etc. met
with teachers from Tennessee
and Arkansas. These eight
Southern
teachers formed
Association of Dance Masters.
A celebration was held in
Memphis recently. hortoring the
founders. some still teaching:
celebrated along with 300 area
teachers..
Cochran sold the Fairlane
Dnve location to Sandra Stone
in 2004, she still has her home
and studio there. In honor of
Miss Rosemary' there are also
nine studios in "full swing" in
the area. Trina Cooper. daughter
of the Cochran's teaches in
Camden and Paris. Tennessee.
"I tried to instill in my students the harder combinations.
in order that they were always
working to better themselves in
their art." Cochran said. "We
have had one student to go on to
dance with the Rockettes' one
male student received a position
as dancer with New York City
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Cochran
Ballet as have several femalc
ballennas over the 50 years. My
heart leaps for joy when I see
precious tiny tot with black leotards, pink tights and tu tus (for
giris only) dragging their dance
bags behind them on the way to
dance class. and the 'beat goes
on.'"

Water." "Hezekiali's Boots," and soon-to-bereleased "Cookie Raccoon Must be Brave"
• Bill McGary. author of "William Billy Bill:
American Farm Boy"
• Pamela Whinnery, author of **Favorite
Recipes of Kentucky Celebrities"
Call the Ice House at (270) 247-6971 or email
icehousearts@att.net ter more inforrnation.
The Mayfield / Graves County. Art Guild is a
non-profit community arts center located in the
historic Ice House, 120 North Eighth St.(corner of
North and North Eighth Streets) in Mayfield.'The
Center is accessible to individuals with disabilities
and is open Tuesday. through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Admission is free.
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The above painting is by Kay
Lockhan depicting
The
Wilburn
Barn,
Mason
Bobbie
Ann
homeMason's
place. It is featured
in
he
Mayfield/Graves
County' Art Guild's
19th annual Arts in
the
Community
show.
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• Land Between the Lakes'
Golden Pond Planetarium continues its laser shows and
Summer Nights program continues throughout the summer. For
reservations or more information, call (270) 92,1-2154 or look
at a complete schedule at
www.lbl org

For more information contact Crystal Nadeau
at 226-3545
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Special to the Ledger
The Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild will
host a reception on Friday for local artists and
writers who participated in their 19th annual Arts
in the Community. show. The show opened
Wednesday and will continue through Aug. 28.
The artists' reception and book signing Friday
from 6-7:30 p.m.
This year's exhibition showcases sculptures,
fiber art. handmade books, silver jewelry., photographs and paintings. Local authors are represented in the show with poems, cookbooks, short stories and an autobiography.
The book signing will feature the following
artists:
• Dianne King, author of **Ripples from Living

Tickets $20 and $10 for each additional princess

.4// pn-tceeds benefit the American Cancer Society

Ake:

Ice House Gallery reception is Friday

Arts in the Region

Invitation is requiredfor entrance.
Includes admission for
1 princess and 1 adult Lady in Waiting
or Fairv Godmother

Paducah
Even". F
6445,

Retired dance teacher featured in magazine

Murray, KY

Tickets available at McKinney Insurance Company
or Primary Care Medical Center.

Date

By Jo
Com.
Ed

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Harry Brown," starring Michael
Caine on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. For details and show
times, visl www_maidenalleyonema.org.

Green
Persons
!vluiray•

• Jackson Purchase Friends
of Bluegrass will host their free
monthly bluegrass night Friday
at DraHenville's Kentucky Opry.
The lam session begins at 6:30
p.m. and bands begin at 7'30
p.m. The Opry presents ventriloquist Janie Jett Mason and Jerry
Saturday along with the usual
Classic Country Show At 10.30
a m. each Sunday. they also
host Kentucky Lake Cowboy
Church For tickets to the shows.
call (270) 527-3869 or 1-888459-8704.

•
Paducah
Symphony
Orchestra presents a winds concert as pert of the WOW! Family
Concert Series at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 12, at Maiden
Alley Cinema.
• The Janice Mason Art
Museum in downtown Cadiz
presents work from famed
Kentucky photographer James
Archambeault through Aug. 22

313
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To add an event to the arts
calendar contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916
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Recipe demonstration
to be held at area store

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

e-mail: jo.burkeenftmurrayledger.com
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Cathy Smith and Ashley McKinney.
Cooperatise Extension Nutrition Education
Program .Assistants, will be presenting low cost. health-conscious recipe demon.strations
at Food Giant. Sturray, Friday. Aug. 6, from
11 a.m. to 1 p.rit. tree samples and information will be distributed. This is an effort to
encourage grocery budgeting, good nutrition. and wise food choices in th: efforts of
assisting those with limited incomes and
encouraging healthy weight and lifestyles.

Hawaiian luau to be held

A Hawaiian luau and dance has been scheduled for Saturday, Aug. 7 from 7-10 p.m. _It the
Lone Oaks Lions Club. It is sponsored by the
Paditcah Singles Connection. Music will be by "Just Breaking
Even". For more information call (270) 554-9391 or (270) 4436445,

Alter School Round-up being held
la'enney is hosting an After School Round-up once again for
Maio Street Youth Center after school program until Aug.
17. JqPenney employees will be asking all customers if they would
like t4 round up their purchases.

Cmcert planned for Aug. 7
OrOaturday Aug. 7, at Krider Performing Arts Center, Paris,
Tenn ' Blur Records presents a "back to school" concert featuring
New leaf, Break For The Gate, Chnstine DeMeo and Bridges Out Of
1;de n.The show starts at 7 p.m., gates open at 6 p.m. For more inforrnatiot contact Chris Fox at (7311 415-7315.

Dennis to be in Paducah
Rirliard Dennis is taking his "Uno Hombte Group" to Downtown
After Dark on Main Street in Paducah on Aug. 7, from 7-10 p.m.
Denni; plays and sings Big Band. Oldies, Country and Light Rock.
Everyone is invited to join in the celebration.

Celebration to be held
TheBank of Cadiz and Trust Co. is celebrating 40 years in business. Skip by for refreshments Friday, Aug. 6. from 11 a.m. to I p.m.
at the Murray location at 630 N. 12th Street.

Dr. and Mrs. Richard H. Stout - 1%0
Dr. and Mrs. Richard H. Stout of Murray
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug. 7, 2010.
Dr. Stout and the former Lynn Hahs Stout
were married in Murray at the First
Christian Church on Aug. 7. 1960.
Mrs. Stout is the daughter of the late Dr.

Dr. and Mrs. Richard H.Stout - 2010

and Mrs. Robert W. Hahs of Murray. Dr.
Stout is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Carl
M. Stout. Sr., also of Murray. Dr. Richard
Stout has been a practicing allergist in the
Murray-Calloway County area since 1470.
Their three children are Robert Stout and
wife Debbie. of Nashville. Tenn.. Richard
Stout and wife Kate, of Nash \ ille. and

Elizabeth Paulsen and husband Rick, of
Louisville.
They are the grandparents of eight grand.
children. Cartter, William. McNeill, Reed,
Malone, Whit. Covington and Blaire. The
family celebrated the anniversary' with a tnp
this summer.

Food program
now taking
applications
at Need Line

Re rmers' Unanimous to meet
Ref
rs' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet e ry Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride I the church office at 753-1834.

Meeting scheduled
Oveater's Anonymous, an organization dealing with all eating
disordels, will hold an open speaker's meeting Saturday, Aug. 7 at
St. Johirs Episcopal Church, Murray, at 8:30-9:30 a.m. For more
inforrnaion call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270) 6238850.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions progriun, will
meet every Fnday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride all the church office at 753-1834.

Meeting to be held at Kenlake
Kentucky Lake Economic Development Council will hold a
meeting at Kenlake State Park Hotel on tonight, Aug. 5, at 7 p.m.
The topic will be "Future of KenLake-Aurora." Business owners
and leaders, Marshall County officials, concerned citizens, and
those interested in being involved in the Economic Revitalization
efforts in the Kenlake-Aurora area are invited to attend. For more
information cal!(270) 205-4187.

Sale at Angels Attic
Angels Attic is holding a combined Back to School and Summer
Clearance Sale through Thursday, Aug. 5. rhe store will be open
regular store hours 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Please note the following
schedule changes at Angels Attic to allow for renovation: Closed all
day Saturday, Aug. 7, and Saturday, Aug. 28; Closed from 11 a.m.
to - 3 p.m. on Saturday, Aug. 14, and Saturday, Aug. 21. Donations
of children's clothing and household items are needed to meet needs
of families in both city and county school systems. Donations will
continue to be accepted during the hours of9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday during the renovation.

Revival held in August
Sugar Creek Baptist Church is hold a revival through Aug. 6.
Prayer service will start at 7 p.m. with worship following at 7:30
p.m. The Rev. Brett Miles will speak tonight, Aug. 5 and Rev. Tim
Cole will be the guest speaker Friday, Aug. 6. Pastor Rev. Darrell
Walker invites everyone to attend.

Local cemetery needs donations
North Pleasant Grove Cemetery is in need of funds for upkeep of
the cemetery. Donations may be mailed to Margaret Nell Boyd,
1102 Vine St., Murray, KY 42071.

Cemetery funds needed

Photo provided
RIBBON CUTTING HELD: Arnerican General Financial Services, located in Olympic Plaza,
recently held a nbbon cutting at their location.

'Make a Difference Day'to
be held on Aug.7 at MSU
The Murray and Calloway
County community will host the
77th "Make A Difference Day"
on Saturday, Aug. 7, in the parking lot of Murray State
Stewart
University's
Roy
Stadium from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Paper and cardboard of all
types, to benefit both resource
centers. will be collected. The
Lion's Club will collect eyeglasses, while the WATCH
Center will collect aluminum

Green Piain Cemetery is in need of funds to care for the mowing.
Persons may mail their donations to David Thompson, 3911
Murray-Paris Rd., Hazel, KY 42049

34211 Registration

Quality Technique Classes Beginning Age 4
Registration Discount on These Dates & Tinges
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CITIZENSHIP
, QUOTATIONS 7
• A man who neglecs
, his duty as a citizen
is not entitled to his
rights as a citizen.
— Tiorio
i..-

Fri., Aug. 6th - Sat., Aug. 7th

I0•75% OFF
Items
Select
framing not included)
(Custom

SELECT MAT BOARDS 50% OFF
with custom framing order!

Pre-Opening &de!
ONE WEEK ONLY

One Hour Only
Massages $39
Sak Alpir through
Friday at The Retrcat
from 10 a m. ro F p.m.

Karen Balzer - Director
MEA in Dance from Texas Christian University

Ciite eentte

_,...-----

SALE!lit

Mon., Aug.9 • 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Wed., Aug.11 • 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Classes Begin The Week of Aug. 16th

A.B. C. D will be available.
The Super Shredder will be
there to shred personal documents or other paper items.
Books will once again be gathered for recycling to benefit
Community- Education.
For more infomiation please
call Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center at 7599592 or Calloway County
Family Resource Center at 7627333.

%osoe Sidevve

The New Concord Cemetery is in need of funds to cover the summer mowing season. Tax deductible contributions may be mailed to
Mac Coleman. 296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord. KY 42076.

Green Plain Cemetery needs funds

cans. Court Appointed Special
Advocates (CASA) will collect
Big
phones,
and
cell
Brothers/Big Sister will have a
bin for ink jet cartridges. 1 U
Kevil will collect clothes.
The police and sheriffs
department will again combine
efforts to take in prescription
drugs. Plastics, tin cans and
glass will also be gathered. Bins
will also be provided for used
motor oil. Battery collection of

Need Line has openings for
Commodity
the
Senior
Supplemental Food Program
and is taking applications at the
Need Line office at 638 South
Fourth Street. The program is
open to persons age 60 or older
that meet income guidelines as
follows: Family of one, $1,174;
family of two,$1.579: family of
three, $1.984; family of four,
S2.389.
The program provides a
monthly food box that contains
supplemental nutritious foods
including: Evaporated milk,
meat, juice, instant milk. vegetables, fruit. peanut butter or
dry beans, rice or pasta, potatoes. cereal, cheese and nutritional information.
The Need Line office is open
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday 1
through Friday Persons interested in applying for the program must bring proof of
income for all persons living in
the home.

a SS9vatic
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Home of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company
Location. Murray State University
Old Fine Arts Dance Studio.
12701767-0579 • entail: kbalzerttinurray-ky.net

"The Home of the /...1:1,:iate in Custom taining
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Chamber OfCommerce
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...the Most Unique Ments Store
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Children's Clothing & Accessories
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209 N. 12th St • Murray, Ky 42071
270-753-7534
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Sidewalk Sale

FINAL CLEARANCE!.
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20%-75% OFF
STOREWIDE
50% OFF
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
Fri. & Sat. - 10 am-6 pm
CORNER OF 12TH & SYCAMORE
753-9229
vnvw.whitneysgifts.com

305-C S. 12th St.•'753-5678
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MSU FOOTBALL

Volleyball
picked third
in OVC

CL1
FIVE

RACERS' GUO,
SAUER,IAAMB EARN
ALL-OVC NOD
By SISU Sports latonnation
The Murray State volleyball team has
been picked to finished third in the 2010
Ohio Valley Conference volleyball preseason poll. as voted on the by the league's
head coaches and sports inforniation directors.
The Racers also had
three plarrs earn a spot
on the 2010 OVC
, ..
Preseason Team, with
juniors Jade Guo and
... Kayleah Sauer and senior
Becca Lamb all earning
preseason honors.
The Racers posted a
Guo
13-18 overall record in
2009, while going 11-7 in
the OVC to place fourth.
David Schwepker begins
his 13th season as the
head coach at M.SU and
will have six starters and
the libero returning to the
court this year.
Sauer
Guo, a 2009 All-OVC
second-team
selection
was third in the league
with 10.12 assists per
...
game while also tallying
132 kills and 201 digs last
..,
year. Sauer retums after
being named the OVC
Defensive Player of the
Year last season. The
Lamb
Louisville, Ky., native
ranked third in the OVC with 5.01 digs per
set while recording 5.57 digs per set in
OVC' action. Lamb finished the season
with 2.54 kills per set and 129 digs.
Morehead State was picked to finish
first after finishing as the runner-up in the
league's tournament last year. The Eagles
received 11 of the 20 first-place votes and
153 points in preseason balloting.
Jacksonville State, which captured both
the regular-season and tournament titles
last year, received the remaining nine firstplace nods and 139 points to be selected to
finish second followed by Murray State
with 133 points.
Eastern Kentucky is predicted to finish
fourth with 105 points while Tennessee
Tech eamed 99 points to be selected fifth.
Austir Peay (93), Southeast Missouri (65),
Eastern Illinois (41), Tennessee State (39)
and UT Martin (33) round out the poll.
The 2010 volleyball season gets underway on Aug. 27 with conference play starting Sept. 17.
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2010 OVC Volleyball
Predicted Order of Finish
(As selected by OVC head coacries and sports
information directors1
1 Morehead State ill!
2 Jacksonville State (9/
3. Murray State
4 Eastem Kentucky
5 Tennessee Tech
6 Austin Peay
7 Southeast Mtssoun
8 Eastern Illinois
9 Tennessee State
1C UT Martin

153
139
133
99
93
65
41
39
33
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Lakers
finish in top
half of field

MICHAEL CANN / Ledger & Ttmes
Former Calloway County standout and current sophomore at Murray State Casey Brockman takes a swig of water to cool off at Racer football practice Wednesday at Stewart Stadium, where temperatures reached a high of 104 degrees.

me Like It Hot
WITH FIRST PRACTICE COMES ANNUAL JOCKEYING FOR TOP QUATRERBACK POSITION
iwo sessions with the newcomers takBy P4KNAEL DANN
ing to the field in the morning and the
Sports Editor
Chris Hatcher experienced his first returnees hitting the turf in the afterpractice of the upcoming season noon.
The practice gave the newcomers a
Wednesday.
On the first-year Racer head chance to work with the coaching staff
get a
coach's mind was how the tempo was- for the first time on the field and
transition into college footn't very good. On the flip side, the feel for the
ball. The split-squad practice gives the
terr.perature wasn't very good either.
coaching stuff a better opportunity to
With a high of 104 degrees
evaluate the new players, as well as the
Wednesday, including what seemed returnees.
on
the
turf
at
temps
in
the
120s
liked
"I want to get a lot of reps with
Stewart Stadium, water was just about
these young players," said Hatcher. "1
as popular as pigskins and practice jerwant to find out who can help us this
seys.
year and who is going to take a little
Suffice to say, things were hot, and time. By splitting the squad, you split
in the second of two practices the reps and it allows the guys to get a
Wednesday afternoon, things he,ated lot more work on the field. In turn, it
up at quarterback, where former gives us a better evaluation of each
Calloway County standout Casey and every player...
Brockman shared snaps with senior
The afternoon session was more
Jeff Ehrhardt. Ehrhardt suffered a knee uptempo as the returning players took
injury back in the spring and neither he to the field for the first time. A breeze
nor Hatcher were sure if he was going inside the stadium kept the air cooler,
to be ready to go by fall camp.
despite the soaring temperatures.
"Yeah, he's got a lot of work to do,"
"We've got a lot of work to do and
Hatcher said of Eluhardt's return."We we are nowhere where we want to be,"
still haven't re,ally had anyone step up Hatcher said at the end of
at that position and that, of course, is Wednesday's practice. "Part of me
an area of concern.
wishes we would have had this whole
-We still feel like we got some guys group together in the spring. I would
out wide that can make some plays, say 60 percent of our squad is brand
and we saw some good things from the new and this is their first practice. W'e
new running ba.cks we brought in. But split the squad up. but the tempo isn't
we just need a guy that knows he can where we need to be, but right now, a
lead that team down the football field." lot of it is about teaching and I realize
Wednesday's practice wa.s split into that."

CCHS GOLF GETS
UNDERWAY IN LEXINGTON
Stag Report
Calloway. County opened its 2010 golf
season by placing seventh out of 23 teams
at the Boys Kentucky Cup in Lexington on
Wednesday.
The Lakers finished in the top half of
the field in the tournament. which served
as a preview of sorts of what the KHSAA
State Championship field could look like
in October, but failed to make the top four
in order to advance to today's final round.
Calloway shot 324 as a team on the
University Club of Kentucky course in
what was the squad's first appearance at
such a showcase event.
Matt McReynolds was the low man for
the Lakers, shooting a 78. Chasten Howard
followed with an 81, Brock Simmons
turned in an 82, Daniel Harper fired an 83
and Hunter Garrison came in at 85.
Lexington Christian. the host of the
El See GOLF,9
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Casey Brockman (12) and Jeff Ehrhardt work out during practice
Wednesday at Stewart Stadium. It was the first official practice of the
fall season for MSU.

the federal courthouse in Louisville at
9:30 a.m. to resume weighing the case
against Karen Cunagin Sypher. A
panel of six men and six women conferred for about an hour and 45 minutes Wednesday before. calling it a day.
Sypher has pleaded not guilty to
extortion and other charges. She did
not testify in her own defense, and her
attorneys rested their case without
calling any witnesses. If convicted.
Sypher could face up to 26 years in
prison, though under sentencing
guidelines, she would likely get a
lighter term.
Both sides summed up their cases
in closing arguments Wednesday, the
eighth day of the trial.
Assistant U.S. attorney Marisa Ford

sought to paint Sypher as greedy and
manipulative, someone who was
"looking for a golden parachute,
something for nothing" when she
demanded $10 million, college tuition
for her children and her house paid off
in exchange for her silence about having sex with the coach. a married
father of five, at an Italian restaurant in
July 2003.
"This was nothing more than a pure
shakedown of Richard Pitino." Ford
said.
Sypher's attorney., James Earhart.
said his client's ex-husband and longtime Pitino aide Tim Sypher tried to
extort the coach. Tim Sypher was at
the center of every criminal act and
used his then-wife to get back at the
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Jury returns to debate Pitino extortion case

By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
fate of a Kentucky woman accused of
demanding millions from Louisville
basketball coach Rick Pitino to keep
quiet about their sexual tryst will be
back in the hands of a jury Thursday
after the panel didn't reach a verdict
on the first day of deliberations.
Jurors were scheduled to return to
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coach he worked for since 1996.
Earhart said.
"Rick Pitino and Karen Sypher are
victims of Tirn Sypher's scheme."
Earhart said.
Although she didn't testify, jurors
have heard from Sypher in the form of
several hours of videotaped interviews
with Louisville television stations and
the police.
In interviews with WDRB-TV in
Louisville and police, Sypher claimed
Pitino raped her after the restaurant
Porcini emptied July 31, 2003.
''It didn't Iasi long. It seemed like
hours for me," said Sypher, appearing
to cry, although no tears were visible
on the video. "All he said was shut up,
shut up and be quiet."
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Favre will
play if
ankle is
healthy
MANKATO, Minn.(AP) —
Brett Favre's flip-flopping is at
full throttle, the surest sign yet
that training camp is under way
in Minnesota.
Vikings offensive coordinator Darrell Bevel! and Favre's
Cook, said
Bus
agent.
Wednesday that the veteran
quarterback plans to return to
the team if he is healthy. The 40year-old Fevre is still rehabbing
his surgically repaired left arilde
that he injured in the NFC title
game loss at New Orleans.
"I know it's a decision that he
wrestles with," Bevell said after
a morning practice as Fevre was
throwing the ball around with
high school students in
Mississippi. "He's a great player. He's a great competitor. He
mulls things over. He's an emotional guy. So he thinks things
through long and hard and takes
his time with his decision. So
I'm not surprised that things
started to come out. We just
have to wait and see."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

CODY DUTY

AP

Texas Rangers president Nolan Ryan, center, answers a ,eporter's questions as he
returns to the federal courthouse atter a lunch break during the auction in bankruptcy
court of the Rangers baseball team Wednesday in Fort Worth.

an group wins
auction for Rangers
By ANGELA K. BROWN
Associated Press Writer
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — Some of
Nolan Ryan's best moments occurred in a Texas
Rangers uniform: turning the struggling franchise around after he was brought in as a free
agent in 1988, his 5,000th strikeout and his
300th victory.
But 17 years after retiring and two years after
becoming the team president, the Hall of Fame
pitcher's best moment yet may have been in a
federal courthouse, where he won the team early
Thursday in a contentious and unusual auction
spanning 10 hours.
When Ryan's group was announced as the
winning bidder, the packed courtroom erupted in
cheers and a standing ovation.
Ryan and his business partner, sports attorney
Chuck Greenberg, won the team with a $593
million bid, including $385 in ,cash. surviving
the fierce bidding war with a group led by billionaire Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban
and Houston businessman Jim Crane.
The Greenberg-Ryan group had Major
League Baseball's endorsement since being
named the new team owners after last year's
original sale process. But the deal was stalled by
angry creditors — and then unexpectedly put in
limbo by the team's May bankruptcy filing.
"It was an emotional roller-coaster," a smiling Ryan said between hugs with colleagues and
well-wishers in the courthouse."You go to court
one day and it didn't go your way, but you go
back another day and it would. It's a relief."
In the middle of the Rangers' best season in
years, Ryan attended nearly every bankruptcy
hearing the past two months, wearing a suit and
tie while sitting quietly in the courtroom. Last
month the star was called to the witness stand,
where he told the judge that the team should exit
bankruptcy quickly so it would have enough
money to keep star players and acquire new talent.
The much-anticipated auction started
Wednesday afternoon, with the announcement
that the Cuban-Crane bid was about $25 million
more than the Greenberg-Ryan group's offer,
which was the starting bid. The stop-and-start
showdown was delayed for hours by closed-door
haggling over the complicated nature of each
bid.
But bidding heated up late Wednesday and
included tense exchanges and even yelling
between the attorneys before Crane, during a
break after midnight, shook Ryan's hand in the
corridor and said his group was dropping out.

The confirmation hearing on the team's bankruptcy plan was scheduled for later Thursday,
bringing an end to one of the most contentious
sales of an American professional sports team.
Final approval of the Rangers sale rests with
MLB, which is expected to wholeheartedly
approve the deal next week before the
Greenberg-Ryan group's funding guarantee
expires Aug. 12.
Despite losing. Cuban was smiling after the
auction. His group dropped out of bidding after
reaching a predetermined limit. Cuban, who also
made an unsuccessful bid for the Chicago Cubs
last year, said he wanted to buy the Rangers but
remains an enthusiastic fan of the team — and of
Ryan.
"I wish them the best," Cuban said, later
ducking out a back door so television cameras
and photographers would remain focused on
Greenberg and Ryan, adding, "It's their
moment."
Although the Cuban-Crane group had made a
$390 million cash offer, part of a $598 million
bid, the Greenberg-Ryan bid was considered
higher because of how the bids were structured.
Each group's bid included $208 million of
team debt — including $24.9 million in deferred
compensation owed to Alex Rodriguez six years
after he was traded to the New York Yankees.
Top creditors will only get about $75 million
from the team. But the judge has said lenders.
who are owed about $525 million after team
owner Torn Hicks' financially strapped ownership group defaulted on loans, can go after
Hicks' other companies.
The auction had been the talk of the team
Wednesday in Seattle, where the Rangers beat
the Mariners 11-6. The players learned of the
auction's outcome about 15 minutes after the
game. and a clubhouse shout of "We have an
owner!" drowned out another yell of "Aw.
sweet!" from across the room.
"Ever since Nolan's been part of our franchise, we've gone nowhere but up," said David
Murphy, who hit the go-ahead, three-run homer
— but only wanted to talk about the new owner.
''He's not just a native Texan, a guy who is obviously very, very respected and admired in the
state of Texas, but nationally he is one of the
best pitchers ever. He's one of the most respected players ever.
"Of course we want a guy like that as our
owner. In the end, we wanted the best group to
represent us. Obviously, how could you not want
a group with Nolan Ryan in it?"

I Alhart's Gravel & Sand
7t4,

Tuesday's Games
Chicago White Sox 12, Detroit 2 1st
game
Detrort 7, Chicago While Sox 1, 2nd
game
Baltimore 6. L A Angels 3
Toronto 8, N Y Yankees 2
Boston 3, Cleveland 1
Tampa Bay 6 Minnesota 4
Kansas City 3. Oakland 2
Seattle 3. Texas 2
Wednesday's Games
N.Y Yankees 5 Toronto 1
Oakland 4, Kansas Cly 3
Chicago While Sox 4. Dehuo. 1
Baltimore 9, L.A. Angels 7
Cleveland 9. Boston 1
Minnesota 2, Tampa Bay 1 13 inntngs
Texas 11. Seattle 6
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Slowey 10-5 at Tampa Bay
rw,Davis 9-9), 11'10 am
Chicago While Sox (F.Garcia 10-4) at
Detroit (Scherzer 7-8). 12 05 p m.
L.A. Angels (Haren 0-2) at Baltimore
(Arneta 3-3). 6:05 p.m
Cleveland (Tomlin 1-0) al Boston
(Matsuzaka 7-3), 6.10 p.m.
Texas (Tom.Hunter 8-1) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 7-8), 910 p.m.
Friday's Games
Boston (C Buchholz 11-5) at NY
Yankees(Vazquez 9-7),6 05 p.m
Chicago While Sox (Darks 11-8) at
Baltimore (Bergeson 3-9). 6.05 p.m
L.A. Angels (JerWeaver 10-7) at Detroit
(Verlander 12-61. 6:05 p.m
Minnesota (Liriano 10-7) at Cleveland
(J.Gomez 2-0), 6:05 p.m.
Tarnpa Bay (Garza 11-5) at Toronto
(Cecd 8-5). 6:07 p.m.
Texas (CI.Lee 9-5) at Oakland (Braden
6-7), 9:05 p.m.
Kansas City (Greinke 7-10) at Seattle
(French 0-2), 9:10 p.m.

National League
Ali Tunes CDT
Fast Division
W
L Pct GB
Akar ,L,
61 46 570
Phiadelphia
59 48 551
2
New York
54 54 500 7 12
F:,,,,,t,
53 54 495
8
46 60 44413 1 2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Crnctnnatt
61 48 560
St Louis
60 48 556 1.2
11
Milwaukee
50 59 459
47 60 439
Houston
13
47 61 43513 1.2
Chicago
37 70 346
23
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
San Diego
62 44 585
1
62 46 574
San Francisco
Colorado
56 51 523 6 1 2
7
Los Angeles
56 52 519
23
Anzona
40 68 370
- --Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 7 Cincinnati 6
N Y Mets 3. Atlanta 2
Philadelphia 6. Florida 1
Milwaukee 4 Chicago Cubs 3
Houston 18 St Louis 4
San Francisco 1C Colorado 0
Arizona 6 Washington 1
L A Dodgers 2 San Drlgo
Wednesday's Games
Cinct663,
Palcdpurgh 4
Chragyt Cubs 15 Milwaukee :3
C316633.)6 San Francisco 1
Atiant,) N Mets 3
Phlad6Iphta 7 Florida 2
St Lou,s 8. Houston 4
Washington 7, Arizona 2
L A Dodgers 9, San Diego 0
Thursday's Grimes
Colorado (Francis 4-31 at Prtl5burgh
(Ja McDona'd 0-1). 6705 p m
Philadelphia (Oswalt 6-13) at Flonda
IVOIstad 5-8) 6 10 p m.
San Francisco (Lincecum 11-4) at
Atlanta 1Jurnens 3-4). 6 10 p m
Washington (Detwiler 0-1) at Arizona
(Ennght 2-2) 8 40 p m
San Diego (Correia 7-7) at L A
Dodgers (Billingsley 9-5). 9 10 p m
FrIday's Garrwes
Cincinnati (Arroyo 11-6) at Chicago
Cubs (Gorzelanny 6-5). 120 p m
Colorado (Hammel 7.6) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 5-10), 6 05 p m
St. Louis (Wainwnght 15-6) at F loncia
(Nolasco 12-71. 6 10 p.m
N Y. Mets (Niese 7-51 at Philadelphia
(Blanton 4-6). 6 35 p.m
San Francisco (Zito 8-6) at Atlanta
(Hanson 8-8). 6.35 p.m
Houston (W Rodriguez 9-11) at
Milwaukee (Bush 5-9). 7:10 pm
San OWI20(Garland 10-7) at Anzona
I.D.Hucison 1-0). 8 40 p m
Washington (Lannan 2-5) at L A
Dodgers (Kershaw 10-61, 9 10 p.m

August 6 and 7 • 8!00 pm
TNT Arena
State Line Ranch and Home • Hazel,

Y

Special
Adults - S8.00
Children 5-11 - S6.00
Under 5 - Free

210-492-6144

Restaurant & Catering
(2,70)762-0040
Murra,,,

*Pea Gravel
*Large Wash
Rock
*Bank Gravel
*Mortar Sand

14 too &nail at tact tal9e/

Golf
From Page BA
event, shot 290 to place first.
Louisville St. Xavier came in at
second with 305, Oldham
County was third at 312 and
West Jessamine placed fourth
with 314.
Calloway was likely in contention for a top four finish prior
to the last four holes, the point at
which the Lakers limped home
with a combined 12-over down
the stretch.
The Lakers will face a similar
elite field when they travel to
Louisville for the KIT on Aug.
14.
Calloway will make its local
debut today at Miller Memorial
Golf Course at 4 p.m., facing
Murray. Marshall County and
Trigg County.

Nobody can protect!our AUTO
any better than e can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY •753-3415

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
67 40 626
—
Tampa Bay
67 40 626
61 47 565 6 1/2
Boston
56 52 51911 1,2
Toronto
34 73 318
33
Baltimore
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
61 46 570
—
Chicago
Minnesota
60 48 556 1 1.2
8
Detroit
53 54 495
‘31eveland
46 62 42615 1.2
1
Kansas Cay
46 62 42615 2
West Division
W
L Pct Gla
62 45 579
—
Texas
54 53 505
8
Oakland
54 55 495
9
Los Angeles
40 68 37022 1.'2
Seattle

CLUB WILL SEND
FIVE MEMBERS TO
NATIONALS
ladow
Special to
Four members of the
Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts competed this past weekend at the
Regional
Southern
2010
Championships, held at Travers
Lake in Okahumpka, Fla.
A total of 280 skiers fmm the
seven-state Southern Region
competed for placements and
the opportunity. to ski in the
national championships in three
weeks.
Austin Collins, of Murray,
co*eting in the Boys 1 divisiot finished seventh in tricks,
tenth in slalom and seventh
ovetall.
finally Collins, of Murray,
g in the Women I divico
Mom planed fourth in slalom,
third in jumping, fourth in tricks
and glintoverall.
garb Marquess, of Paducah,
competing in the Women 1 division, had a second in tricks,
fourth in jumps and sixth in
slalom to give her a fourth overall.
Errol Bryant, of Beechmont,
finished second in tricks and
fifth in slalom in the Men 7 division.
The above four Ski Nuts.
plus Joe Burkhead, of Paducah,
will be competing in the U.S.
National Championships next
week; in Wilmington, III.
Apprpximately 700 skiers are
expected to compete in the
seven-day event to be held on
two lakes in Wilmington, 50
miles southwest of Chicago.

sponsored 13)

Ir •

*Sand *Mitsui! I
*Fill Dirt
*Mukh
*CompoNt
Dense Grade

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh 5hnmp, Fresh Gult Joast Oysters,
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken
-It 4k * *

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
4e install
septic tanks.
build drivewa,
& excavate
,

753-9899

NEW MENU

Remodeled Game F.corti
New Private Room with Big Screen
HD TV and Surround 5ound!

ity-4,-(sts

t

Pickup orLir4r,,„
delivery
A4 available
1,
4111,
-471T34

Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.

Hours: Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m., Saturday 7 a.m.-Noon

2315 HOPKINS ROAD • ALMO, KY

Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close

This Week: Constant Calling
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INDEX
'0

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to cneck
rne rst insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Tmes will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
tie meek

.190
100
110
120
130
140
ISO
155
160
165
100

local Roam
Nonce
Personals
Reancle
I1001157.410 Warned
LAO Awl Found
HMIs Waned
Pt:melon Wonted
Dernestc ChoWure
Business Opportuney
Elecloonics
Computers
Appeance Pans
Wont To Buy
Articles For SOO
APOemm•F
140MM Fernisnings
Antiques
Lawn A GAirkni

190
195
200
210
220
208
271
ZOO
215
300
320
330
NO
360
370
380
310
410
425

dIP-419....... CLASSIFIED AD RATES,

Farm Equipment
Neon, Equipment
Sports Ecenpment
Firewooa
Musiul
Mobile Horne Lots F.See
Mobile names Fo- Sele
Mobile Manes For Rent
Mobile none Lots For Rent
Business Rental.
Ape Wants For Rent
Roo ns For Rant
Mouses For Rote
Sloreps 15110taill
Commercial Property
Pets Stipples
Livestock k Supp!•••
Poe. Sete
1_sod For Rent cio Leese

430
435
440
445
S50
SSS
460
470
44IG
485
490
695
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots F. Rent
Farms For Sate
&creep
Worries F.See
Motorcycles A ATV's
AO° Parts
Spool
lised Cars
inins
that Trucks
Campers
Boats A Motu,
501-VICOS Offered
Free Cohere.
Tobacco Supplies

111.1.1
.1 -Ali

DEADLINES

All.
,

RI

MOONY

$8.50 Column Inch, ete, Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run
i All 1 ,itie- Nine R101 ll'alim o Haw P/ rsql ,
53.35 per column inch extra for Monday IShopping Guide)

Smart Saw
Tuesday

Mon. 10 am.

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
..: VS cvtr,1 tor ‘sroArt. ‘sa‘. to [Mon Classifieds go iof , '-,nv o t ,sac . r

Wednesday

Mon. 12 p T

Nesday

rirdiorin

Fridyy

Thur. IQ am.

The publisher maintaine the tight to reiet-1 or echt any submitted fhattor
I L-A-(- r )__LILli L.1211. A1.2 ,..1..‘,12 II 4\1LL .ereLoi
i_
1,11E W1-13.titTF pi. INA2 r.x juR A Luiutc,

Sansday

Thur. 12 pm.

11 -1,1

XIS,
.

2-PA
1

Ladies
Acces!
Rugs. F
Sec
Ch

VLSA
118111811111111

060

v

Lowe
Notice

furniture
couch I
couch Tei
many lam
be.ddirag,
items, t
access(
decora

RIO ut

To Place Your Ad Cali the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
11=11
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cVannonbafface

Kato Wanted

THE CLAY CHAMELEON

Yard Sale

•

Paint YOUf Own Pottery StticfrO

GARAC

/9754997

FOR SAL.E.--Successful busmess
for the past 9yrs Is gr-Okving &

Mims:: State University is accepting bids for
quahtled contractors for the Regent & White Air
Handling Unit Replacement Project, on the campus
of Murray State University. There will be a pre-bid
conference at 10:00am, August 13. 2010. Bids w111
open August 26, 2010 at 2:00pm. Contractors rnay
receive a copy of the bid advertisement by
contacting Steven Stapleton 12701809-4099 and
referencing CC-215S-11

LEO
Halo %Mad

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PLR
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
Saturday
Farmer's Market at
Fairgrounas
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187
NOTICE
Advertisers ere
requested to check
the first insertion ot
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger Si
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk..Afthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

I

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we al! have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted.
'section
oft Otlf classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
r, hnetwork.com.
Bs default.
Starr,o and local job
eill appear on
On,
national
-11[11.

.{L

on the il,h111:1,L;f5 0,111
are plako.1 through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
well qualified OTR
owner/operators. Must
pass all DOT hiring
Call
requirements.
270-767-0191
MURRAY AREA
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing expenence Call 800-45E0403 P.O. Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728

_continuing to serve Paducah & the

Apply in person at
BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 EQE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE E0E/AAE

Interested parties ca.11 270-994-5992

surrounding areas

Visit our website

NURSE(S). RN or LPN
needed ASAP. Fulltime,
2nd
shift,
Paducah area LongTerm Care Facility. 4
assignment.
week
Criminai history record
check required. Please
call 800-886-1725
Open call for Yoga
Instructors. Do you
have a background in
fitness? Now accepting
applications for Yoga,
Pilates & other creative
movement 8 fitness
oriented teachers, for
Paris, TN studio. PartTime day & evening
positions. Send your
letter of interest & summary of background
with 3 references to
yogacenter@wk.net.
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years propainting
fessional
experience. To apply
call 753-6895 & ieave
voice message. No
walk in applicants
accepted. EOE
PART-TIME
servers
needed.
Tue-Sat
11:00-4.00. Apply after
2:00. Magnolia Tea
Room, Hazel.

PECO
. resumes
All sales r'areets
& ottier.positions
„Send to,
P0 Boit 363
„ Murray_ KY
4201'
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open. Class begins on
2010.
11,
Sept.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
keep your present job,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
Information
and
Registration
forms
available
at
www.bohledentalcom
or call our office 27°442-0256 Financing
available. Enrollment
limited!
Sirloin Stockade: Now
Hiring,
Full Time
Bakery Prep Cutter.
Experience preferred.
Apply in person.

AFFORDABLE CHILDCARE. ANY DAY. ANYTIME. 270-873-2029.

just knowing no one could-take your place
sometimes wonder, what youi_ dhe 'today?

91rr2

Sunny days seem to hurt the most,
We wear trteyain like a heavy coat',
Weiref you everywhere we Er
:
We see your slink, we see yourface,
We hear your faudhiy in the rain,
We starcalf_]t &how vote.]re tione

world?
Would"ycni chase your dreams?
Sark iricrwn with a family?
Would- you 5...e the

34'e wcinhr what youildna-me

- r babies.'

. lithe skyLs so fue,
Some .da
We_Pei hie we can talk to you,
'An: we know it might sound-crazy.
Sunny days seem to fiurt the most,
We wear t-,E. pain hie a heavy coat,
The orthi thing that-gives us hopc,
i, ls we know weEttsee you attam someday. ,,,y,
i

150
Arttcles
For Sale
Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
years.
ages
1-5
Located
at
810
Whitnell
by
Neon
Beach. Full-time rate is
$110/wk. Part-time rate
$23Jday with a 2 day
minimum.
270-76711T7
RETIRED MiLITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
WILL clean houses
otfices.
Reasonable rates.
27C-978-2144.
Would like to assist
with the care of your
elderty family member
24 years experience
270-933-0621

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
GOOD use stove,
refrigerator, a2c unit,
and storm windows
753-4109

91 Chevrolet 4 whee
drive truck. Campe
trailer, 16' trailer. 270
559-9542
WEDDING Rings For
Sale: Vintage Style
Ring.
Engagement
18kt
White
gold.
Diamonds 1.43 Ct.
Diamonds. Mens 18Id
White Gold Comfort
Fit,
Scroll
Work.
Origmal Value. $7,030.
Will Sell for $3.300.
Call 731-336-0257

ALL new Queen pillow
top mattress set, still in
plastic, with warranty,
$170. Full Size mattress/box spnng, brand
new, still in package.
$140. Brand name
King pillow-top mattress set, new in plastic, warranty. Must Sell.
$280. Great Deal!
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set , never
used. $350. Brand
name Twin mattress
set , still in plastic.
$120. Can Deliver!
270-210-0616
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS for sale at
Tends-N-Treasures &
Heart of Hazel. Dr. Joe
Fuhrmann, owner,
buys
appraises &
coins. 270-753-4161
For Sale: Almost a
complete set of Betty
NeeIs books & some
old underpinning. Call
after
270-227-8721
5pm.
MOVING Sale
2006 Amish vinyl swing
set, $950. Jogging
stroller, $35. 2 seat
stroller, $40. New
Moen faucet, $50. 4
sconces, $40. 2 bronze
light fixture, $40ea.
873-2560.
Oak. Roll Top Desk.
Like New Cost $1,400.
will take $500. 27°435-4579
Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
7e2 N 12th St
Murray
WASHER & dryer,
motor home, Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109, 227-1546

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for State Registered Nursina
Assistants.We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hvo 641 S Benton
KY 42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOE/AAE

Energetic, hard-working individual

with
multi-tasking abilities neeried for front
office duties in busy medical practice.
Must interact well with people. and be
cheerful, respectful. and outgoing.
Absolutely no phone calls will be accepted
concerning this position. Please submit a
typed resume, along with a handwritten
cover letter to:
Dr. John Bright,Dermatology of Murray.
300 S. 8th. Suite 281-W
fviurray, KY 42071

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
2 entry level positions are available for qualified
professionals to provide in-horne services for
children and their families. Pennyrile Allied
Community Services, Inc. rs accepting resumes for
an entry level position in its In-Home & Supervised
Visitation program in the Mayfield office. The
applicant must possess the following skills: a team
player, willing to serve families & childrer.
excellent written & verbal communication skills, a
self starter, honest. flexible & punctual, have a
working knowledge of community resources & the
ability to make informed decisions independently.
Training will be provided. A Bacheior's Degree in
Social Work or 4 years working in human services
related field is required. Please send resume by
Friday. August 13th to:
"Supervised Visitation Position"
c/o Mr. John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyriie Allied Community Services, Inc.
Family & Community Intervention Programs
P.O. Box 549
HopkinsvIlle, KY 42241
Pennyrile Allied Community Services. Inc. is
"An Ec44,31 Opportune), Employer"

Mowers:
Case444
44- hydraulic-lift $450
Husky 20hp/twin 46'
Olde
cut.
$425;
Jacobson nodeck $65
5-8hp engines $65obo
270-227-8585 or 270
753-8585

John Deere 643 Corn
Head For Sale. Cal
270-753-4812
afte
6pm or 270-474-2295
in the day

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens.
$10.00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787
270
Moblls Homes For Sale
2001,
3BR. 2BA
28')(44'.
Fleetwood
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty
2BR & Lot, $12.900
270-753-6012

(270) 753-.1713

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
i at Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

Apartments
1505 Diuguld Dricc
IBR & 2BR Aire
270-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833
6
Ext. Xi .
Equal opportunfty

puppies
Shih-Tzu
AKC.
CKC,
male/female.
$250
$350 270-251-0310
evenings

8:00-?

Horse Boarding
•Stail or Pasture

3BR 270-293-6116
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CO-I/A, W&D.
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2f3/1BA Duplex
in Hazel, C/H/A, all
privacy
appliances,
fence yard. lease, ref
+ dep
No pets
$400 00 753-1059

FRIC
SATL
8:00
0/

Video Games.
Household Items
Misc.

•

HUGE
Si
814 Ot
SATL
7:00
46'. HD
core
treadm
used, m
home fu
small kit(
ances, CI
VHS. 8

Call

Murray I ed.
IlouMn1
\

YARD SALE

Lambs,
For-Sale
$100. 731-644-9132
leave a message

rt..ti .o.t.ttt
,O,tott to
t,r, .V1

122 LOCUST
GROVE RD.
OFF 121 S.
FRIDAY
A little bit ot this &
that & a lot for

everyone

10X 10and 10X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

P1EON BEACH
MUNI S'T'ORAGE
Ail Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE
1850 St. lit.121S
Murray, KY 42071
'270-753-5562

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 s. & t.kridale

Find out what's
happening

IOXIO $25 1%15 S40
12701434.2524
(2701293-6906

this summer...

43 acres,
Dexter. It
Jeffrey
Fenced
around ws
barn $8
Chuck 75
120.

1209 Doriacre corn(
& Melrose
3 BA. 2
remodelec
2
&
garage/we
car carpor
& back pc

extensive

See
hap:Oink:0
575, $19!
759-2548
appointme

subscribe to tne

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We soil boxes!
*),Afe rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

314Av,

RR41

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.
530.00
6 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00

380
Pets & Supplies

Rest of KY/TN
1F`ur eat A. Fltkbarefl,

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

Craft

270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315 '

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4 om M-F

AKC Great Dane puppies. shots. wormed,
$500. Great with kids.
Blacks, Fawns. willing
to trade. 270-227-9661

Furniture,

Supplies. Tcys,

_1071111es east
- of Murray

Storage Rentals

1 YR old Shi-Tzu
home.
needs new
Recently fixed, very
friendly. 227-1201.

YARD SALE

SATURDAY

Lovely 3BR Home for
Waterfront,
rent.
Snores/
Panorama
Blood River, KY Lake.
Gentle slope to water
with dock. Attached 2car garage. $1,100.
Call Jeff 270-978-0559

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

JUST OF
AT JOf
CREEK
FF
SPORT
ANCHOF

1208 S. 16TH

5.1251.rno
Hay mcluded

1 & 4BR Houses.
Lease
&
Deposi
Required.
270-753
4103
4BR.
W/D.
1624
Hamilton.
$700/mo.
next to MSU. 270-7530606
Cottage-Farm-House
on
35/acres
Completely restored.
28R, 2BA. carport.
detached garage, concrete drive, No insi,'n
pets, $1200tmo, furnished. Available 09270-227°1-2010.
8225. References A
Must.

110 BROWNS
GROVE ROAD
LYNN GROVE

Household
Items
Clothes.
Misc

a

3 mo
6 mo.
I yr
Cheek

94 Frankllin, 16x80,
3BR,2BA. carpert, outbldg. excellent condition. $14,000. 7612639 or 293-1633.

WARD-ELKINS

605E South 12th St

2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968

Musical

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposrt
required. 753-4109.
1BD, 1BA Apt. $35(
mo
2BD, IBA Townhous(
$485 mo
270-753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phor,e 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

251 ABI

SATURDAY
6:00-12:00

-

at wwwolaycharneleon com

apartments Far Rent
It ainLit.fair you died to yountj,
Like a story that hadjust begun,
But death tore the paties ail away,
godinows how We miss you,
Airtfte halTweLve been through.
,.
,

i

LOCAL
Child-Care
Center seeking director.
Experience
a
MUST, prefer administrative
experience.
Must meet qualifications set forth by State.
Send resume to 814
Coldwater Rd.. Murray.
KY 42071. NO PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE.
Salary + benefits

Sum Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom'
, Give
me a call 731-336.3891

Bruthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following for Social
Services Worker. Education in related work
field preferred Long term experience a plus.

YARD SALE

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

Local Mail

3

All Other Nlail
Suhscriptionc
mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$%.00
yr.
$145.00
Visa

nix

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

Miniature Dachshund
puppies. 3 males $200
ea.. 2 females $225
ea
270-753-6619

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 1270/ 753-1916
a.

Mike
Br
270.21

$35.00

1 yr. ...............$110.00

Money Order

1
Name
1
St. Address
1 .
City
1
I State

3BR.

3BR, 2BA
(304 Syca
starter or
ty. $62K
270-227-2

3BR, 2BA.
'32 Wash
5155 000
9577

Ne
Bedroon
Riverfie
S136 Rei
Profe
293

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

,edger & Times

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
106 JAMESWOOD
CROSSFIELD SUB,
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8,00-4:00
Many back to
.lerr,s uxury
,,,rniture for home & apartment trunks, leather
iouch love seat, chair ottoman, additional
och, Televisions, other electronics side tables,
• any lamps vintage & antiques, pictures. lots of
oe.dding, bar stools. name brand clothing. baby
items, toys. stuffed animals, build a bears &
accessories, sports equinment, books. home
decorative items mirrors rugs misc rterns

LINES

-Ffl. VII.

••• •.• • • SI

• Jr .
• •• • ., .• milor .1.• As • •• .....
IlLiMilMII.IIII111.••••A
le..11111

( EtSTALT

ALILICirICoriii)

Ivo

ASIIVIANUANSII A10 R'ESERVATIONSII
Saturday, August 21st, At 110:00 A-RA"7"Pse 1_,Eltee .4//c-o VVIIII.Forrina Estrest
,"
It Siescwit Olriwie Southeast Of Fieurray, KY
From Murray, Take Hwy 1 21 SE 3 Miles To Hwy 893,
Turn Right, Proceed South 5.5 Miles To 3tate Line Rd,
Turn Left , Proceed East 1.5 Miles To The Property.
At Hazel, Take Hwy 893 "State Lone Rd" East 6 7 Miles
190 Bullfro
Lane Hazel Kentuck
A

-Fri.101.111.

15 Tracts And In Combinations
Income Producing FA RML A ND
In

-1/3n.10sm.
-1131.12

2-PARTY REMODELING SALE
1017 WISWELL RD W.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

- 101.111
-Thur.10
-Thur.12 p.m,

7:00-?
Ladies(6-8) & Men's Clothing. Purses.
Accessories, Drapes, Comforter. Area
Rugs, Rocker, Mirrors, Pictures, Lamps,
Secretary Chair, Pottery. Crystal,
Chandelier, Books, Golf Ciubs
And More

VISA
mum.

400
Yord Solo

160
Hones Far Saie

Yard Sale

PRICE
REDUCED
New Home 3BR. 2BA,
2-Car Garage, Cath
Ceilings,
Concrete
Drive, Covered Front
Porch, Patio 270-21°3781. 270-559-2032

GARAGE SALE
YARD SALE

251 ABLE ROAD

110 BROWNS
:ROVE ROAD
.YNN GROVE

JUST OFF HWY 68
AT JONATHAN
CREEK ACROSS
FROM
SPORTSMAN S
ANCHOR RESORT

SATURDAY
6:00-12:00

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
ONLY

Household
Items,
Clothes.
Misc

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Estates Portion Of The 2010 Crop Goes To The Buyer!!
FSA Grain Base Of 165 Acres
Good Alarlcutarisles
TIME!: ER
Fabulous HLIPITIAIG
Tracts Of 1.978 Acres To 107.922 Acres
Something For Everyone!!
Great Country Living ..So Close To Town!!
Tract 1 - 2.498 Acres With A Nice Brick Home
3 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 Baths - Master Suite
Formai Living Room - Family Room With Gas Fireplace
Recent Pella Windows - Roof, Vinyl Trim & Fiuorisio
Contra! Ertem - Poret S Pato - Doet:e Grrail,e• • fautbulld'ngs
in A "Park- Like" Setting - Meetly To More hal
Home Shown By Appointment!!
110a.orecliaasof Tam revs: 1S% Down WIth A PA4rsinmnr. Ospoolll
Of S5,000.30 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Day. .M0 Buyer's PrrenitsENII
laniesircash.cons For New Survey And Detain,
To Be Sold Afts Real Estate Items From The Home & Farm
John Deere 111 Riding L awn Mower • Craftsman Push Mower • Lawn
Sweep• Troy BM Tufty Rear Tine Tiller• Hand Tools • Yard Tools e78 Ford
F- t 50 4x4 Pickup • Sony TV • Toshiba TV • TV Stands • Sofa's • Side
Chairs • Recliners • Rocker • End Tables Accent Tables • Coffee Table •
Console Stereo • Vacuums • Two -3 Piece Bedroom Suites • 4 Piece
Bedroom Suite • Portable Sewing Machine • Owns • Kitchen &
Househoid Miscellaneous • Refrigerator • Chest Freezer • Picnic Table •
Yard Furniture And More,'
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!!

1208 S. 16TH
SATURDAY
8:00-?

:urniture, Craft

iupplies, Toys,

fide° Games,

ousehold Items
Misc.

Nlorr.i, I edger ta Times Falr
At.t Notice
II r,,
1 r, "4
,11,11,. t tht
m4,,,

YARD SALE

122 LOCUST
GROVE RD.

holiandmotorsalei com
170-753-4461
2005 Cavalier. silver, in
good condition, needs
a little cosmetic work.
Power locks & windows
Includes
2
Memphis Audio speakers. $2,000. 270-97°8531
2000 Toyota Corolla
LE.
49K,
White.
40mpg, $6.900, new
tires. 270-704-9511
'99 CAD LS. Leather
int., exc. mechanically,
exc. pearl paint & tireshigh mileage. $3,200.
'85 Ford Ranger Good
mechanical condition.
$1,500 OBO 270-2937785

rr

pro,
hot-, h ,
en, Innitatior, di,...rimina
tton
Stite
torbki 41,1-m116,6ot,
In the +ale, rental or achertntrg
rt nal e‘tate 6,4,1 on faoon
adthtittrt to these protected
under tedern la..
..tli kr,,,Int;,.. cryt
adsertl,m4 rt.a1,1410'1,h,h
r- not 6i,,latFon ot the la. All
pertons are herd,. Informed
thu all dwelling,advertised an
a‘adable an equai opportu,rt toasts
For turther a,...tance with Falr
Athertising reyuirements, contaLt %AA Counst.1
Rene P. MilAm.1703)6414-11130

FRIDAY

little bit of this &
lhat & a lot for
everyone

0 X 20
ctricity
ance
:h St.
less Center

rt.1=1
ICEM Acrop

L

'05

43 acres, Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
Fenced
with
year
around water and pole
barn $89,900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext.
120.
Nome.For Sale

(once
ntrol

ty

i out what's I
3ppening
; summer... I

1209 Doran Road, 1/2
acre corner lot, Doran
& Melrose. 2 FL, 3 BR
3 BA. 2300 sq ft,
remodeled & updated,
car
2
&
1'2
garage/workshop, 2
car carport, large front
& back porch, trees &
extensive landscaping
See
ad
at
http ilInfoTube ne1/21 8
575, $195.000 (270)
759-2548 Shown by
appointment only

oscribe to the

Ar

rtIMES
I
Local Nlail
I all Ir.,
$35.00

All Other
Sutocriptions
$75 00
10.
$96.00
r.
......3145.00
M/C
-I

--payment to'

h Times
/40
42071
3-1916

••••

•

Or

••• •

ABSOLUTE LAND

In Two Tracts. And Combined

What A Diversified Property!
CRP Income - Great Hunting - Timber
Selling With A NOPAI Survey!
Near The Lakes,!Marinas, lYillier Golf Course
And Ni/uirray State University!!

314 Woodlawn
Avenue
3BR, 1 BA,
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293.3232
3BR, 2BA 1,200sq ft
604 Sycamore Good
starter or invest property $62K
270-227-2043

2006 Max-Lite 290BH.
2 pull outs. sleeps 10
people. $18,500 0130
270-994-3292
Call
after 3prn

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE:.

2005 Suncruiser 22'
Pontoon
Johnson
60HP 4 stroke. Call
270-331-8538.
'93 Lowe, '03 50hp
Johnson,
Johnson
trolling motor. 2 fish
finders, 5 adiustable
seats. bomini top, with
trailer. $4,600 OBO
731-642-6995 OR 731363-8223

1157 ST RT 97 MAYFIELD, ItY
RALPH AUSTIN. AUCTIONEER
NY License P2471 It:License 441001641
270-70C 4B59

753-1816 227-0611

YOUR AD
COULD .BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7.51.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Nous son=
Res.. Com & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All gibs - big or small

753-9562
3BR, 2BA.
132 Washington
270-227$155 000
9577

2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rivet-field Estates.
SBC; Real Property
Professionals
293-7372
New

TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealty com

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Floors.
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured
227-2617

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7 10:00 AM
From Murray, KY take Hwy 94 East to 603
Knight Rd. Turn onto Van Cleave Rd. beside
McClure's Pontoon Place. Follow Van
Cleave Rd. to Knight Rd. Signs Posted.
Delores Robertson Estate

Lunch ,4 vailable
Not responsible for accidenis
For more information and your auction ne,eds phone:

Ward Elltns
270-753-1713

DAN MILLER (2704354144. DARRELLBEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer com

WILKERSON
ROOFING

For net

R
jC

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
'THF SELLING MACHINE"

-

3 CRETE, LLC
Decora9ve Vertical
Concere
27a-21M-7971
waro.3crefolie.com

Applt:ance
Repatr •
ALL BRANDS

JANIIES .Ft . . CASH
--72,s AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
jC1
R

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays-

ABSOILUTE LAND AUCTION

All Yot„ir
Roofing Need,

Thursday, August 19th 2010 @ 7:00 PIA

ES.TATE AUCTION

FREE

NEW NWT SO FOldi LAM coOK STONE UAL& Wow M..RUMMY,V 42471

Sunday, August 8, 2010 at 1:00pm
Preview/FOOD by Ore
Springs/Como Vol. Fire Dept11:00 arn BRING CHAIR
Estate of Buddy "Vann701 Moore Rd, N 190, Hwy 54
Dresden/Paris

PICK UP

ICOLOY/MER COMPAUMITY)
t

From Murray- Tate
New Hnj SC West
- 4 Mses To Profiefl
From Playfied• Tike
hew How SO East
'' V aisT-/ P,ope,N
Signs Postedo

IN 8 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS
ATTENTION:
HUNTERS,
FARMERS
& INVESTORS

.
,

*

.
t

GREAT CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM WITH ROAD MONTAGE ON COOK STORE TRAIL,
,, TILLABLE ACRES,
NEW HWY 80 FOUR LANE 8 HAMMOND hi:„..i.
GOOD HUNTING GROUND,POTENTIAL WILDING SITESf
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 700 Pil TO THE HIGHEST &DOER REGARDLESS Of PRICE'
VISIT HARRISAUGTIONS COM FOR MORE PHOTOSI
REAL ESTATE. Tract 1* 4 125 Acres irect 2'24 275 Acr.s Tract 3* 45 761
Ac,es Tract 4'32 092 Acres Tract 5* 29 883 Acres Tract IP 2 998 Acres w
Well Tract 7' 24' A ',' Tract 8• ,i- -ic,-, A ,,,,

ALL MUST GO, Parlor hanging lamp vesatin
globes. tools, yard art, furn , collectibles, adv.
hornet's nest, crocks Bowers 1890 art,
appli?ances. KIT. dolls, lamps. Plantation/PO
desk, heywood-wakefield set, Walnut DR set,
much more
Monk's Prayer Bowl,bks
Info/pictures auctionzip com ID.r/
1 5820

11111A1111.iFirtIS 1141:\Ili lisr-11;41TNI:

RALE NARRII.SIHNIERfACICTKNIEEN •TL KOOS SOU
ill
I*
‘.
MICHAEL. NARRYIL BFKINERJAUCTIONLER •TF111637
ZaAALtr
.=
-.
REIWIE111 RAMS mEALTOONAUCTIONETTI '
1/wA.hartisauctions.com
BEN 11101.1111Gfe,PlEALTORIMICTIOANEEP
A Leader In Land Marketing
ASSS SI RI. as'
1.0E01 • wirsfleld. kl itront.
"Ww Proteeseonal Auctioneers"
or 6,
(66 Pembnbke Md.• hapkinaville Al 4221/41
270-247-325N • 270-475-4800 • 8o0-380--431tt

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
,
Chuck Van Burr

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pay ing.tivalceating
& Hauling.
TOM. TRAVIS
270-753-2279

CLOUD NINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
- *Couples
*Engagement
•Weckfings
*Children *Family
•Pets •Special
Events
. (270)227-2831

WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs. 4354645.

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
H „LH

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

‘.\,. ‘(.1 \It N..1

TODD'S AUCTION
Lamar Todd 901-488-06.40
TAL 5415 TAF 5911

3301 St. Rt 121N.
• 753-8987

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKts

4
'
--6

tceO-Espreire....
:Slumn.Reei

:The Place to
. .Start.... Murray

Cratiile,Lis. \foi ble --

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

shiI.1
.

Svdoku is a number-plactny cuzzJe based Of, a '),49 grA
several given numbers The obtect is to place Me numbers to 9
In the empty SquareS so that each row, each column and each
3•3 box amtains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concept's Sudoku increoses from Monday to Sunday
13/, ()me Cos,

7
9 1
9

9

4

5 8
4
1

'

Anower to previous puzzle

7
5 8

Tree
esti436-

HOMETOW,N
-714EE.SERVICE
.. .
Ilsurect FlOridbl•

• we:kly & ,proal pickups
•locally owned/operated

rt,i“

Estlmatf-

'(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451

759-1151 • 293-2733
293-2734

SINVICOS Oflered
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe. and
work
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic system,
Now offering septi,
tank pumping Mai.
credit cards accepted
978-0404
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp 29.+
8814

Free

House 19.3 ac., lake, pool, large
hand-tooled Log cabin, and 41 ac.
for sale on Civil War historical site.
tocIdauctiondgmail.com for flyer.
10°.tzi Buyers Prem.

Ar

AUCTION HELD
THE MURRA Y COUNTRY CLUB
220000LLpBE FARIS 110..MURRAX KY
REAL ESTATE TEAM',

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk 8. tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professionai Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

ROOF Leaking call a
professional
4354645
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using thiS
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
perscns and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ESTATE AUCTION

dee averriss Alt rieer
7TIver 11watt/ern
Murray State, UninnorsIty Exam Courtrer
ha
ream, Ksnit oh yr

Outstanding Area - Secluded Hut
Naar Homes Built With Distinction
And Farms Kept With Pride!
What A Grv...at Place To
Sestlicsvg 4rit 41111.srutsseer adisscitlurs11

Cloa
ffik4C,IIR10El

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction Additions reMOdeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
mobile home repair
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

www.austinauctionservice.com

FilletICI4SSE TEIRSAIS 1 596 Down, laslance In 30 Days
goo "Stowable's 1Promalloorrolf

4191- E11041 AkcFromm
Traunt
40.02 Acres Are In CRP With An Annual Payment
Of 52,767.36, 4 Years Remaining (2E110/2013)
OffSW
aSiMit
- AlfFS 43433I
28.5 Acres Are lin CRP With An Annual Payment
Of S1,961.94 • 4 Years Remaining (2010/2013)

46
.)
" C
0
•a
L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE. •
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

MURRAY
Power
Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, sclewalks, driveways. drive through's,
parking
lots. gum
Fully
removal Etc
Licensed & Insured
293-7063 or 293-7022.

Library. table, corner cabinet, breakfast set, nice oval table, with 6
chairs, several old trunks, roll top secretary, wash stand- pitcherbowl, electric sewing machine, HP computer printer, FF refrigerator. freezer, washer & dryer, twin head & foot board bed, king
headboard & footboard, two small chest, coffee & end tables,
wagon wheel lamp. night stands, old sewing machine, floor lamp
& table. lamps, fireplace insert, Electrox & Kirby vacuums,
Yamaha portable organ, recliner, large black leather chair, wicker
baskets, bookcase, file cabinets, Hames horse collar, microwave,
castiron pots, pictures, brass items, kerosone lamps, Sony
playstation. shop vac, old glass & china, small kitchen appliances,
old gun cabinet & rack, old lanterns, white mountain ice cream
freezer. large lot of fruit Jars, canner, pressure cookers, manual
sausage sacker, wood block pully. footed dutch oven. two bench
grinders, pipe vise, miter box, TV & VCR,children's books, bean
scales, metal tool box & tools, nails, screw drivers, nuts & bolts,
crosscut saw, 5ft. level, old retail shoe bench, arts & crafts supplies, toys, promdress- siz,e 4, Remington 550 22 rifel, Winchester
single shot 65-A. This is only a partial listing.

Oswino OM we-calmest-11_41ccomma
C167 Darnell Design
Crappie Classic. 90 hp
E-Tec Evinrude For
Sale. Call 270-7534812 after 6pm or 270474-2295 in the day

(11,‘Fth s
I 111 \( ‘RI

•
•

Ihrectoons: rum Benicia. take 641 's toward, Marren.Me. 1 urn left an
escak Rd I, left tin( heirkata,, Bluff Rd . •ad left on %format Sun Rd.
•
*Furniture, Antiques, Tools, Guns, Knives & More!' •
F urniture: Oak sideboard. Oat. kirckw safe. I g.!Mk Y1•rdrobe,(Mk
* Mashstaitd, F knot- Model Radios, Radio( •Mart.
Plio*o 1 able; *
Ironic. 1 reedit. Seons2 Mochine,
e•hle%tand: 4Pc. Queen Bed* MOM
Qtleell If015 SHI; 1)111.N.tr,( hest. & Sightstamt I.g. ()ilk Roll *
NN Care Service
lop Desk; Oak Displas( Monet: 1 g. Oak 'storage( shims;(Sak 1.aterReasonable
rates
tainment( rater, Rd. Oak Diming !able & 4( hair,. 4Pc. Marker Patio
starting at S15 270Set: sofa: Hide- S-Bed: Recliner; Oak F.ad &( offee I Miles ilk %lore! *
753-2405. 270-978Smalls; Seseral Pieces (If Pink Depression Glass; Dough Bowl, SyntarNart
44+
,
• I IICIUdinf Blue & %bite Spusgew are Pitcher. 3 Gal Blue Band bans, s
,JURS; fl handmade Quilts; same 32 la. Flat Screen 14 , F merlon
MILLS & SON
• 41scrowase, I amps; Prints:(("twine Jewelry; kitchen 44 ores & More! *
PRESSURE
Express 3" 12(ra., Itemiaigtoa R70 ingGuns & Kann; Itemiser*.
( ase kaises. *
• master 2-34"
Nlartia 41odel SO .22(al Rifle,
•
WASHING •
look, 5 s Tilt Trailer; 5 1. 14 Trailer; Siniplieits 211H 54"( ut Riding
Vinyl siding
* Slower 4;radiag Blade; Red (*sit Load !leg I dt 4'ard Traikr: 311" *
' Wood skiing
* raftsman Lawn Swetp;( flatmate* 6-1211P 17" Rear Time .1Apr; TroyBrick.*. Concfeto
• Bet 6-3/41IP Pressure Masher. 5 VI tedasters; 3 Etat Blower:: hedge *
•
t hains•ws: harge :Air Pro Commit;tied Doty 511P MI Gal
•
* aright kir( onipressor. Stricobund; I iscola 125 Electric Mick 44 eider;
1270)227-6160.
( owpressor; &ostrich Routh's. Finiab *
Bustitch 21IP 6 Gal. Pascake
* \nil it-amino kir \riders ; Porter( able Mod, 7724 Fleas, Doty ariable *
* Speed Porta-Band Sow; Delta tabletop 4- &hit" Dim Sawder: 2( rafts* man !able Saws; Craftsman Radial %rim Saw, raftsman !leek* %liter
Saw: F leetric I de utter; lableicip Rami sow; Denali'(Le-bider: Mood *
* 1 Arne, Rueter h oblc Truck 1 poi Boats; kcetykne leaks & urchin;
•
Snap Cht Socket, & loots; Rol .Nround Snap (rn T11.01 Box: Be1kaap
*
•CDrrrrerclal
Bluegrass(amping 1.antern & Move; Transit; luddem & Nlikh More!
Resjetenhat
1
Phonic & Details Of This Auction On Our li'ebsite:
L,phalt Ihstalratic
*
Terms NO BUYER'S PREMIUM. All Items Sold As is, 4/here Is Full
8 Mainterwce
* Settlement Day Of Sale By Cash Or Good Check WrtWoto ID. 6% KY Or
* Sales TAX Collected On All hems W/O A Valid Resale Certificate. Sale
40 yrs experience
Held Rain Or Shine.. Concessions On Site. Bring A Chair,
fr
(270)759-0501
*A.**
** ****
**
4* _ _ tor_ *

Aurrirort

9ABC - 11:11111317 Allnlik.11C.

fr

•

.4'strI;EAVV.44A7
,
-i
U00
-1121!

IVO ANINIAILINISII IVO RESERVATIONS!!
Ttesarstativy, August 541% At 7:013 MEM
"Dr. Marty & Melissa Wynn Property" 4195 Faxon
Odesizar
NOsaw sr asl,r, Kew sere sacicy
From The East Edge Of Murray, rake Hwy 94 NE 6.5 Miles To
Faxon Rd, Turn Right And Proceed NE 4 Mlles...Signs Posted!

•

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7TH- 1 0:00AM
132 MORNING SUN RD. - BENTON, KY

JAMES R. CASH
*7- E AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
RC} FANCY
-THE SELLING MACHINE" It

OFF 121 S.

Zip_

Ank usui- cuur
TOOL AUCTION

We•FinanCe
HUGE YARD
SALE
814 OLIVE ST.
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
46' HD TV-great
condition
treadmill-barley
used mattresses
home furnishings.
small kitchen appliances, CD's. DVD's,
VHS & old 45's

YARD SALE

Visa

Thursday. August 5, 21110 • II
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Murray Ledger & 'limes

_STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
A NNOUNCEMENTS

FINANciAL

INSTRUCTIONAL

DIVORCE vath or without Childrer. $125
With FREE name
change aocuments
and mantel settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24 hrsi 7
days 1-888-789-0198
witrw CourtDivorceServ
ice com

CASH NOW Get cash
for yci r structured settlement or annuity payments High payouts
Call J G Wenhvorth 1866-SETTLEMENT it 866-738-8536). Rateo
A+ by the Better
Business Bureau

ACT NOW, You may

HELP WANTED
One order. One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 2S-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-223B821
BUSINESS
SFRVICES
FREE HD FOR LIFEl
Only on DISH
Nehvork! Lowest pnce
in Amenca, $24 99/ mo
for over 120 channels!
$500 Bonus 1-866240-3844

Live, Work. Party.
Play! Now hiring 18-24
guys/ gals to travel
fun young biz group
NY, LA, Miami 2wk
PAID Training. Hotel
and transportation provided Retum guaranteed Call today,' start
today' 1-800-245-1892
Wanted - Life agents.
Eam $600 a day,
Great agent benefits
Commissions paid
dairy. Liberal
Unoerwnting. Leads.
Leads, Leads. LIFE
INSURANCE, License
Required. Call 1-888713-6020

quality for FREE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING Funded by State
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866
280-5836
AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute
of Maintenance
l888)207-2053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical, *Business.
'Paralegal,
'Accounting, *Cnmsnal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
quahfied. Call 866460-9765
WVAV CenturaOnline.co

Starling at $199e.
Approved Job
Placement Assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available Accredited
BBB. Delta Career
Academy. Mt. Sterling,
KY 859-498-9988.
800-883-0171
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Health Occupations
Training New Online
Nurse Aide Training'
Ky State and Medicaid
approved Certified
Clinical Medical
Assistant, Phlebotomy
and EKG, Ky Heatth
Training: 859-96.7,2901, 888-274-2019
PET/PET SUPPLIES
All New Happy Jaci&
Xylecioet anti-fungal
shampoo treats ringworm and hot spots on
dog , & horses without
sr orcids. Orscheln
Farm & Horne Stores.
iveitny.happyjackinc.co
rr,)

SALE, CDL Training

Play Where the
Hooter s Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502570-9849 for tee
times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW! You may
qualify for FREE
CLASS-A CDL
Training Funded by
State WIA Program
Must meet hiring
requirements of maior
trucking companies
TRUCK, AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644
CALL NOW! BIH
Trucking Company/
International Truck
Driving School Now
taking Students, No
CDL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRANI if qualified, or
Financing available,

Horoscope

Murray

888-780-5539

fits. Flatbed training
available Lease

Employer.

OM

CDL-A Dnvers: WON
hard, Earn big! Van &
Flatbed Divisions. New
equipment coming.
$500 Sign-on for
Flatbed Drivers. COL.
A, 6 mo. OTR, Good
driving record required
Western Express 888801-5295.

Purchase Program.
1yr OTR exp req
800-543-8923

Drivers- Hiring
Regional Van Dnvers
37 opm with 2 years
expeoence Great benefits Home EVERY
week 1 year tractortrailer expenence
required Call 888-9675487 or apply online at
inww.averittcareers.co
m Equal Opportunity
Employer

Owner Operators
Needecl Long and
Short hnuls Reefers
Welcom: Base plates
and trailers available
No forced dispatch,
home weekends Call
anytime at 502-7971344 or 502-637-5053.

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

Class-A Drivers
Midwest Runs + Great
Hometime! Offenng
Sign-On Bonus' Jump
start your career successful lease purchase
program, Dnvers &
OtOps wanted Cali
ACT 877-584-7240
Dnver- CDL-A Top
Horrietime, Solos &
Teams, Highest Team
Pay! CDL-A with 1 yr.
recent OTR tect a00942-2104 ext. 238 or
243 www.totalms.com
Driver FB: Boyd Bros.
is hiring Expenenced
CDL-A Unvers. We are
loaded with Freight!
Sign-on Bonus! Top
equipment and bene-

by Jacqueline Blyar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday. Aug. 6, 2010:
This year, you will want to open
up to many new experiences and
expand your circle of fnends At
some point. you will want to
vanish or take some much-needed personal time. This quietness
is a key: component of making
2010-11 work. You will need
frequent timeouts. Sorting
through those you trust and don't
could be key. If you are single,
use care, as you could start to
date someone who is emotionally unavailable. Back out before
you are "in." If you are attached,
the two of you benefit from
weekend getaways together.
Take them often. CANCER
reads yot. cold.

need to get done and how much
you want to get done. Handle
this element of your life first.
Schedule a late lunch with an

fhends. Still, know that you don't
need to go overboard. Just
accept that we all have our own
personal muses. Tonight: You
might prefer to be with one person rather than a crowd.

associate. Tonight: Let go and
finally get to know someone.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep reaching out for

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pace yourself. Though

another perspective. The more
you strive to detach and at the
same time comprehend. the better the net results will be. You
could feel overwhelmed by a
friendship. Tonight: Follow the
crowd.

news could toss your life into
chaos and force you to work
later. Others come toward you.
Certainly you have sorne choices to make. Tonight: Sort
through
the
possibilities.
Determine your prionties.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Keep striving to see

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your creativity flourishes

at that time draws many to you.
Consider what would make you
happy in a particular situation.
Don't hesitate to ask for just that.
Tonight: Your treat.

the big picture no matter what.
You could become frustrated by
all the obstacles you encounter

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Continue to observe. YoJ

Tonight: Gather the troops. You
are the leader.

at an unprecedented level
Others are clearly drawn to you
when you become the idea man
or woman of the group.
Somecne feels strongly about
you. Tonight: Take off ASAP.

could be surprised hy what is
going on. Your ability to see what
others don't even realize exists
gives you an edge. Trust your
observations. Make plans to
socialize later in the day. Make
lunch the last thing you do.
Tonight: All smiles.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Deal with others directly.

ing out as many to-dos 2s possible. Tonight: Disconcerted try
events. go with the flow.

TAURUS (April 20-May 21)
Keep a conversation

*****

moving. Your ability to clear out
an inordir,ate amount of problems is noticed. Deal with a
financial matter before you leave
work. Make phone calls as well.
You want to be able to not worry
about completing work over the
weekend. Tonight: Join friends.
Catch up on news.

GEMINI(May 22-June 20)
**** Use the daylight hours to
the max. The Moon in your sign

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apri! 19)
***Complete your work and, if
you need to, work Late. Once
tomorrow rolls around, you will
want to relax. Planning ahead
looks like working late and ciear-

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Use the daylight hours
to the max. You feel inspired by
certain key asscstates and

later if you don't. Be happy that
the weekend is forthcoming.

You might wonder what is going
on with you. as frustration
mounts as the day seems to
close off. Know that you need a
break from your routine. Start
acting on this idea now. Tonight:
Take off ASAP.

Drivers- ASAP! New
Pay incrensel 34-4C
cpm. Excellent
Benet.ts. Need CDL-A
& 3 Mos recent OTR.
877-258-8782
www meltontruck.com
Drivers: Class-A
Drivers needed for the
Louisville and
Lexington, KY Area
Local, Regional and
OTR. Home DailyImmediate Openings
Call Mon-Fn. 1-866270-2665 9AM-4PM
www.abdrivers.com
Onvers- Hiring
Regional Flatbed
Dnvers. 37 cpm with 2
years experience.
Great benefrts. Home
EVERY week. 1 year
flatbed Of tractor- trailer experience required.
Call 888-967-5487 or
apply online at
WWW.aventtcareers.co

m. Equal Opportunity

Drivers- Owners)
Operators $3000$4000/ week, Your
tractor. Our Trailer.
must run 2800-3000
miies per week Home
every 14 days
Midwest to Southwest
Runs 1-800-817-3962
Flatbed Company &
0/0 Dnvars Needed.
0/0 Must have own
trailer. Company
Drivers can make Up
to 27% of the Gross.
Home Weekends,
Guarantee Minimum
Pay. Call M-F
8AM-4PM 800-5253383 ext. 106
WWW.TLEXPRESS.0

s ock

Summit! Trucking is
currently hiring CDL-A
Solo Drivers & Teamst
Miles+ Benefits+
Hometime! Min arie 23
with 24 mons f xp
WWWSUMMItt.COM or
1-866-333-5332
Truck Drivers WANTED, MORE Hometime,
TOP pay, EXCELLENT Benefits!
NEWER Equipment,
Up to $.48/mile company drivers, HEARTLAND EXPRESS 1800-441 -4953
www heartlandexpress.com

\Aentuckl
Proud

Tonight: Help another person let
go and have a good time.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Others come toward
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PISCES(Feb. 19-March 2G)
*** You might opt to work from
home, as a partner or associate
might be infringing on your
space at work. Your creativity
mounts in the right circumstances. Let that same energy
infuse
your personal life.

Look!

Photo provided

GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP: Samantha Logan, right, of
Calloway County showed the market lamb that won both the
Kentucky Proud grand charnpionship and overall grand championship at the Kentucky Junior Livestock Expo-West recently
at Western Kentucky University's L.D. Brown Agricultural
Exposition Center in Bowling Green.
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College of Humanities
and Fine Arts
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Community Education Courses Fall 2010

(brent webster a murraystate.edu)

Love, War and a Truck Full
of Chickens: An Introduction
to Creative Writing

Monday 5:30 - 6:20 p.m.
Fine Arts 3004 (mor 15 people)

;cjerrelliomurraystate.edu)

Fali Guitar Jamboree!(ages 76-23)
Instructor: Brent Webster

DAD,11-1E
1,1C.EGUtii
IS kiittTi
YOU

Instructor! Dr. Carrie Jerrell

guitar class for young beginning and
intermectiate players. covering chords, scales,
songs, tablature. and techniques for playing your
a .0i ite styles. All participants must have their
ov,n instruments Acoustic instruments only nylon (classical) or steel-string,

Delicious Guitar Stew!(oges 24 arid up)
Instructor: Brent Webster
(brent webster murraystate edu)
Monday 7 - 7:50 p.m.
Fine Arts 3004 (max. /5 people)

Tuesday 6 - 6:50 p.m.
Faculty Hall 206 (max. 20 people)
we will cover a range of poems, short stores and
essays so as to improve our abilities to read carefully and analytically as well as to write imitative
and original work We will also investigate the
devices that good writing utilizes and the overall
designs that good writing achieves: several writing
assignments will be discussed and critiqued in
a friendly. laid-back workshop environment. All
needed materials will be provided in class

[-MAN, Sitsl
CTOTTEN

BORING

How to LiSten to Classical Music

we I meet once a week to have some fun and learn
some recipes for playing guitar No heavy staff
last the basics, including chords and melodies from
your favorite songs. All participants must have
their own instruments. Acoustic instruments
n (classical) or steel-string

Raise Your Voice!
Instructor: Dr. Tana Field
(thelclbartholomew a murraystate.edu)

Instructor: Dr. Bradley Almquist
(brad almquist murraystate.edu)

Wednesday 10:30-11:20 a m.
Fine Arts 314 (max.80 people)
This course will otter both the casual and
experienced music listener the opportunity to
enhance listening enioyinent through short in class presentations, visits by guest conductors
and performers and concert previews as well as.
live concert attendances

Monday 6 - 6:50 p.m.
Fine Arts 314 (max. 15 people)
Ciroup-based instruction designed to

F'urchase
Gastroenterology
Associates PSC

help

students develop effective and healthy vocal
techniques Basics of physiology, practice,
performance and repertoire will be addressed

yourworl
*toexpliore

F5UT THM
A REAL

+.41e
Welcomes Dr. Shane Hendon
. Dr. Hendon Will be seeing patients startingingust 2iul in our Murray office.

The most technologically advanced
endoscopy unit in Western Kentucky
Board Certified In.

Gastroenterology / Endoscopy
Endoscopy
Endoscopic Ultrasound /

ri

groduobon
hour of credit but do nor count
!
..PO'n or Wednesday August 78 2070 You must be at least 16 years of age to register

New Patients Welcome • No Referrals Necessary

Registration will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
Wednesday, August 11 • 4:30 - 7 p.m.

Specializing In: Stomach, Intestinal & Liver Disease

u../PY

300 S. 8th St. • Murray • 759-4000
1029 Medical Center Circ.• Mayfield • 251-4575

'AACMLWAPNENY'5711

Ali courses carry one

$100 per course payable at registration covers tuition and all fees.

CALL 270.809.6937 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

By Appointment Only

Ptctured above: Monte Finch, D.O., Anita Torok, M.D., Shane Hendon, D.O. and Ruben Cuadrado, M.D.

Ledger & "limes

COMICS/ FENITRES
Mom's kitchen floor remedy
is embarrassing to daughter

Murray Ledger & Times
OM

Owner Operators
4eedeer Long and
hort hhuls Reefers
Hcomi Base plates
id trailers available
lo forced dispatch,
Ene weekends Call
nytime at 502-79744 or 502-637-5053

unimitt Trucking is
rrently hiring CDL-A
do Drivers & Teams,
Miles+ Benefits+
mehme! Mtn age 23
with 24 mons Exp.
ww.summitt.com or
1-866-333-5333

uck Drivers WANTi! MORE Hometime!
10P payl EXCELLENT Benefits!
EWER Equipment!
p to $.481mile cornny drivers! HEARTAND EXPRESS 1800-441-4953
.www.heartlandexpress.com
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
MSU President Kern Alexander announced at the university's annuil Faculty and Professional Staff Luncheon that Dr.
Gary Brockway would be his
recommendation to permanently
fill the position of provost.
Births reported include a girl
to Deanna and Robert Kirstein.
a boy to Tracey arid Ken Hammonds and a boy to Julie and
M ichael Enoch.
Patty Fitts, Frances Garrison,
Suzanne Whitworth, Annette
Alexander and Curtis Gray were
recently honored by the Murray Post Office for theit service.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Mark
Welch of Murray, a volunteer
for Habitat for Humanity in Calloway County, painting an interior wall in a two-story house
the organization is building, completely from volunteer help, in
Lynnwood Heights. The house
still needs final plumbing, electrical and carpentry. work. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Kris Fazi.
Births reported include a girl
to Karen and William Jackson,
a girl to Jennifer and Roger Smith
and a girl to Jennifer and Charles
Adams.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of
Leland Steely ot Hazel with his
grand champion Jersey and Lisa
Howards of Murray with her
grand champion Holstein as winners of the Kentucky State Fan
Cattle Show.
Calloway County' High School
Band took top honors in Class
A band competition for the third
consecutive year at the International Banana Festival in Fulton.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Flood, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bouland and a girl to St. and

Mrs. William L. Sykes.
Forty years ago
James D. Gantt, Barry Murphy and Carl T. Hoke, all of
Murray. are local cadets at Murray State University who attended the Army Reserve Training
Corps advance summer camp at
Inclikunown Gap Military Reservations, Pa.
Joanna Erwin an
James
Stephen Mahan were married
July 25 at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Dale Hodges,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Stephen Sammons. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Slayden and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
D. Thompson.
Fifty years ago
State and local health officials die urging all Keatuckians
to be sure they have adequate
polio shots and to avoid over
eating, over exertion and over
crowding in public places. The
Kentucky Department of Health
said that 10 more cases of polio
hay-e been reported in the last
two weeks, including one child
who died enroute to a Lexington hospital.
Births reported include a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. William T. Puicer.
Mr. and Mrs. P.O. Henry will
be married 50 years Aug. 20.
Silty years ago
Murray Junior Chamber of
Conunerce will sponsor a model
air show Aug. 20 at the Air Scouts
Model Air Field on College
Farm Road, according to Chuck
Simons, president.
Published is a picture of
Jimmy Shelton of Murray Training School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America with his
cow, Design Kanaka Onyx,
which won grand championship
at 4-H and FFA Dairy Show at
Mayfield.

DEAR ABBY: W'hen I went
to visit my. mother, I found her
lying an the kitchen floor. I asked
her what she was doing there,
and she said the floor feels cold
and hard and soothes her back.
Abby, my mother has two very
expensive beds in her home. and
there is no reason for her to lie
on the floor.
It could be
embarrassing
if a friend or
neighbor
should pop in
and find her
there. How do
I get tier off
the floor? -N
0
T
BEDR IDDEN
IN
FLORIDA
By Abigail
DEAR
N
0
T
Var Buren
BEDRIDDEN: Yob should be more concemed with how things are than
how they 'might" be perceived
by others. If your mother is having back trouble, encourage her
to discuss at with her doctor or
a chiropractor so she can be examined to make sure nothing is
wrong. But if nothing is, then
leave ycur poor mother alone. She's
in the privacy of her own home.
and she is hurting no one.
•••
DEAR ABBY: We have an
ongoing discussion in our office.
What color ink is proper for signing birthday cards, sympathy cards,
farewell cards, etc?
One co-worker continues to
use colors other than blue or
black. An older co-worker says
it's inappropriate to use any other
colors. I have searched for an
answer to this question with no
luck. Can you help?
SEEING
RED IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR SEEING RED: You
seem to have a lot of time on
your hands in that office. What
is being conveyed is more important than how it looks. To sign
a sympathy. Lard in bright red
!night be inappropriate because it

Dear Abby

Et V 13I_

tle of Mobile Bay, Ala.
In 1884, the cornerstone for
the Statue of Liberty's pedestal
was laid on Bedloe's island in
New York Harbor.
In 1924, the comic strip "Little Orphan Annie," by Harold
Gray. made its debut.
In 1933, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt established the National Labor Board, which was later
replaced with the National Labor
Relations Board.
In 1953, Operation Big Switch
began as prisoners taken during

DEAR ABBY: My aunt and
uncle are "large" people. In the
past we have had to be extremely cautious about where they sit
when they come visit. Our furniture is mostly hand-rne-downs and
not overly sturdy.
They have, on occasion, broken the furniture because of their
weight. We hare had to have our
kitchen chairs reglued, and once
a chair was destroyed beyond
repair. They have never ever
offered to make amends for the
furniture they have damaged.
We are about to order a new
dining mom set and living room
furniture. Naturally, we don't want
these broken. My. husband has
sugge.sted giving them only sturdy folding chairs to sit on, hut I
don't want to embarrass them or
make them feel unwelcome.
Is there a v.ay to prutect our
furniture without hurting or offending my aunt and uncle? We don't
have the money to constantly
replace broken items. -- STRICTLY ANONYMOUS IN THE MIDWEST
DEAR STRICTLY ANONYMOUS: To drag out folding chairs
for your aunt and uncle to use
would be glaringly obvious. Consider buying a couple of sturdy
chairs (and possibly have them
reinforced with metal bracingl for
them. When you know they're
coming. 'guide" them toward the
chairs you sy.ant them to use. If
you are questioned about it. explain
(kindly) that in the past your
chairs have been broken or needed repair -- so these were bought
with them in mind because they
are sturdier and you want them
to be comfortable.
If they take offense, then please
realize that the problem is theirs.
To prepare for guests with 'special needs" is an example of good
hospitality. not rudeness.
•••

Dr. Gott

the Korean conflict were exchanged
at Panmunjom.
In 1960, the West African nation
of Upper Volta (now Burkina Fasoi
becarne fully independent of French
rule.
In 1963. the United States,
Britain and the Soviet Union signed
a treaty in Moscow banning nuclear
tests in the atmosphere, in space
and underwater.
In 1968, the Republican national convention convened in Miami
Beach.

Visitor Variatiqns
Dear Readers: It seems the topic of
whether to VISIT OR NOT TO VISIT SOMEONE IN THE HOSPITAL is ongoing! Here
are just a few of the many cotnments we
received:
* Nancy from South Texas says: "Contact
a family member and find out if the patient
Is up fos a visit. Keep the visit brief; leawe
the mom when the doctors or nurses come
in to consult with the patient. Don't bnng
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I arn wnting
in hopes to get a response for a terrible problem my daughter is having with her fingertips When s,hc
was Just out of the Air Force, she
began a business cleaning homes.
She had her hands in water and
chemical cleaners constantly She
hasn't done
that job for
the past five
years,
but
since
then,
she has a
cracking of
her fingertips
that is painful.
and
they
sometimes
bleed.
Her pharmacist
and
By
family doctor
Dr. Peter G0f.1 told her that
this
would
probably never heal. She has tried
tea-tree oil, Corn Husker's lotion
and every cream we can think of. tt
used to get worse in the winter but
now happens year-round. Would
seeing a dermatologist help" Or is
this really something that she will
have to live with? I'm afraid that
she will eventually get a bad infection or something else. She's now
six months pregnant, but anything
that you suggest could be held off
until after the baby. is born.
DEAR READER: Well, you're
nght about holding off until after
she delivers. Furthermore, if she
plans to nurse her infant. that might
hav.e a beanng on treatment.
Because of her pregnancy. I recornmend that she not do anything without consuhing with her OB/GYN.
Cracked fingers are a true dilemma and are difficult to repair. I
could tell you countless remedies,
but you've likely tried them all. So
let's consider auxiliary approaehes.
1. Your daughter should see her
physician to rule out a fungal infection causing the splitting. Some
people on antitungal shampoos
have found that massaging the
product onto their scalps thiee
times a week has healed their

MAN, SIMONE HA5
GOTTEN ME SOME
80R11* GIGS,
BUT TNI5 ONE t5
A REAL 5NOOZER.
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1 Space
4 Enthusiasm
8 'Take -Train"
12 Ms.
Thurman
13 Approximately
14 Sauce
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15 Element
in laughing gas
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villain
18 Run
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19 Spray
can
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cracked fingertips.
2. She might also have lab work
to test her thyroid, because abnormal levuls cim cause cracking
3. She should not shower using
very w win to hot water. The higher
the heat, the more likely her skin
will dry out aod crack.
4, She should wear rubber gloves
when washing dishes or doing
household chores with harsh chemICaiS. Anything on her open skin
falls into the -harsh" category'.
5. She should keep her skin moisturized. One of the bcst and cheapest solutions is to use a petroleumjelly product that she generously
applies to her hands before going to
sleep. She should then slip her
hands into white-cotton gloves
overnight. This pattern should be
repeated every night until her skin
is better.
6. She should wear gloves or mittens when hanging out laundry or
going outside in cold, windy iweather. This will further maintail what
moisture her fingertips hoid.
7. If. after trying these approaches. she does not expenenci. relief.
an examination by a dermatologist
may be appronnate
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had
abdominal nugraines for the past
eight years. I had tc :-etire from my
teaching position because of them.
In the past two weeks, since your
article appeared, I found that stress
and anxiety caused the daily occurrence of migraines. An anti-anxiety
drug is assisting in my mission to
find some sense of balance. We
need more doctors like you to add
to the existing information. Keep
me posted on your new discoveries.
DEAR READER: I'm glad 1
could help. I will definitely. provide
an update as nev,. development,
unravel.
To pros ide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Headaches." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a self-addressed
stamped No. 10 envelope and a 52
check or money order to
Newsletter, P.O. Box
167,
Wickliffe, OH 4409-20167.

Hints From Hoicks

By The Associated Press
Today. as Thursday. Aug. 5. the
2I7th day of 2010. There are 148
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 5, 1962, actress Marilyn Monroe. 36, was found dead
in her Los Angeles home; her
death was ruled a probable suicide from an overdose of sleeping pills.
On this date:
In 1864, during the Civil War.
Union Admiral David G. Farragut
led his fleet to victory in the BatE3

Split fingertips at risk
for infection

is jarring. For cards celebrating
happy occasions, colored ink is
acceptable -- the exception being
fluorescent ink because it is hard
to read

Today In Illstory

Photo provided
)gan, right, o
let won both the
rall grand cham)o-West recently
Ywn Agricultural
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gifts of food because the
patient's diet may be restricted, and don't bring your children unless you have checked
with the patient."
• A Reader, via e-mail, says:
"Ask a family member before
calling the room or giving out
the room phone number. Some
patients can't reach or answer
the phone; the ringing drives
everyone nuts or wakes up the
patient and the caregiver. Pick
a spokesperson to keep in touch
with the patient; don't get
offended if the family asks for
'no visitors, please' or limited
visitors. Ask before sending
flowers. Ask the family or
nursing staff before giving the
patient anything (food or water
or candy). Don't talk about
what went wrong with Aunt
Zesie, who had the same thing,
and how the doctors don't know
what they are doing or XYZ
drug caused bad side effects.
If you can't be positive, don't
say anything. Offer caregivers
a hot meal; stay while they
go home or just get out for a
while. Ask if they need toiletries, books, newspapers, cup
of coffee or water, or snacks."
* Patricia R. of Bellaire,
Texas, says: "Some hospitals
now have e-cards that you can
grab on their website, which
they will pnnt out and take
to the patient. Those might be
more convenient than physical
mailed cards."
• Barbara B. of Tyler, Texas.
says: "The patient needs rest
and does not need the added
stress of visitors. I do not visit
in the hospital unless I arn
regular visitor to the person's
home."
• Paula M., via e-mail, says:
"When the patient retums home,
it does not mean he is totally well and is up for a long
visit. The same rules apply."
All good hints to keep in
mind whether visiting someone at home, a hospital or a
nursing facility. Most important:
If you are the patient, let
YOUR preferences be known.
Heloise
FRESH SHEETS
Dear Heloise: I love to
have out-of-town friends stay
at my home when they: are
visiting the area.
I try to
wash sheets and remake beds
the day visitors depart, but
sometimes other things stop
me from keeping this schedule. To remind myself, have
embroidered three small pieces
of cloth with the phrase: "Our
home is your home." I place
one on a pillow of the beds
that are ready for guests. I
know the sheets are clean. and
our guest knows we are happy
to have him or her with us. I
use them over and over again.
-- Diane J.. via e-mail
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Jenny Wiley State Resort Park featured for August

There are lots of fun and entertaining destination trips in
Kentucky.,
and
the
State's Parks
must
he
included
among
them. But
there is one
in particular
Out & About that really
does have
Kentucky someth
ing
Style
for everyone.
By Gary P.
It's Jenny
West
Wiley State
Syndicated
Cu!urni list
Resort Park,
just outside
of Prestonsburg in the beautiful
mountains of eastern Kentucky.
I like Jenny Wiley because
there is always something to do
even if you don't want to do
anything at all.
Ty Lindon, the park's manager, is really enthusiastic when
talking about the park.
"I don't know of another place
in Kentucky where people can
come and never have to leave
the grounds to have a great
time." Lindon says.

Photo provided
You never have to leave Jenny Wiley
because there is so much to do and see.
He may he right.
and it's 153-slip manna that park, other than
its natural raw
For openers there's 49 lodge offers several
rental pontoon beauty, is Jenny Wiley Theatre
rooms and 10 updated cabins boats. And next
to the marina is that for more than four decades
within eas!' access of May an executive 9-hole
golf course has been featuring professional
Lodge and its three-meals-a-day that includes.
a couple of par-4 theatrical productions yeardining room. And just down the holes.
round. Currently two performhill within easy walking disThere's more.
ances, Joseph and the amazing
tance are beautiful Dewey Lake
Perhaps the crown jewel of the Technicolor Dreamco
at. and

Jobs bill to stop teacher layoffs
nears approval; House called back
By ANDREVV TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Legislation to provide billions
to save
the jobs of teachers and other public workers is on track to
pa,ss the
Senate, helped along by the votes of a couple of GOP moderate
s.
Democrats cracked a GOP filibuster on Wednesday, and
the
House was being ealled back from its summer break for an
expected final vote next week to help cash-strapped states and school
disuicts.
The $26 billion measure would help states ease their severe budget problems and, advocates said. stop the layoffs of
perhaps
300,000 teachers, firefighters, police officers and other
public
employees. Though scaled back. the bill also wouid salvage
a victory for Democrats who have been unable to deliver most
of the
jobs help they arid President Barack Obama promised.
The legislation advanced by a 61-38 tally thas all but ensured
it
would pass the Senate on Thursday. House Speaker Nancy Pelost
said she would call the House back into session next
week to
approv.e the measure to get it to Obama for his signature
before
most schools reopen.
Many Republicans objected to the ex-pense at a time of record
budget deficits, but moderate Republican Sens. Olympia
Snowe
and Susan Collins of Maine cast the key votes to break the filibuster
— as they did la.st month in helping Democrats pa.ss a
six-month
extension ofjobless benefits.
Wednesday's bill would extend programs enacted in last
year's
economic stimulus law.
The mea.sure comes on the heels of successful efforts to
extend
unemployment insurance for the long-term jobless and to provide
d
payroll tax credit this year to businesses that hire the unemplo
yed
But the total jobs package has been significantly trimmed
from
earlier, ambitious designs to boost "green jobs," provide new
funding for roads, bndges and other infrastructure projects.
pay for a
summer jobs prograrn for disadvantaged young people and renew
health insurance subsidies for the jobless.

Jack and the Beanstalk are on
stage in August. For more information call 077) 225-5598 or
www.jwtheatre.com.
If the outik)ors is your thing.
the park offers more than I()
miles of charted hiking trails for
all ability levels. Flat water
canoeing is one of the most popular things to do here, arid park
staff will set you up with all of
the necessary equipment. All
you have to do is show up with
some comfortable clothes. May
I suggest a change of clothing - well, just in case. The park
even provides food and drink on
your excursion.
For some of you who may
want to rough it a bit, there's an
ovemight canoe trip. les a float
to the upper section of beautiful
Dewey Lake, where paddlers
will spend the night in a cabin
once used by workers who built
the lake years ago. The cost is
$50 per person and includes
equipment and all meals.
Jenny Wiley Park also offers
Elk Viewing Tours at a cost of
$20 for adults and $10 for children. The fees include a guide,
transportation via van to the
viewing sties and a continental

breakfast.
Of course all of these amenities at the park can be pickaged
with lodging and meals.
I've been to this area several
times before, and just in case
Jenny Wiley is booked. I can
assure you there are several
quality lodging and restauram
options nearby
The Mountain Arts Center is a
fantastic entertainment venue
right in Prestonsburg. It features
the Kentucky Opry show, as
well as some of the big names in
country music. There's idways
something going on here. Front
Porch Picini/ is schfniuled for
Aug. 6, Billie Jean Osborne's
Kentucky. Opry, Aug 7; and
Gene Watson, Aug. 27.
Even if you're not a golfer
you'll want to drive up to Stone
Crest Golf Course. It's a championship course with one of the
most breathtaking views anywhere in Kentucky. The last
time I played there it was like
playing golf in the clouds.
For more information about
the area call the Prestonsburg
CVB
at
1-800-844-4704
www.prestonsburgky.org.
Get up, get out and get going!

Source: Googie, Verizon near net neutrality plan

WASHINGTON (AP)
Google
Inc. and
Verizon
Communications Inc. are close to
finalizing a proposal for so-called
"network neutrality- rules, which
would dictate how broadband
providers treat Internet traffic
flowing over their lines, according
to a person briefed on the negotiations.
A deal could be announced within days, said the pet-son, who did
not want to he identified because
negotiations are still ongoing.
Any deal that is reached could
form the basis for federal legislation and would likely shape efforts
by. the Federal Communications
Commission to broker an agree-

ment on the contentious issue,
which has pitted the nation's big
phone and cable companies
against many big Internet companies.
The FCC has been holding talks
with a handful of large phone,
cable and Internet companies including Venzon and Google - to
try, to reach some sort of industrywide compromise on net neutrality
that ail sides can accept. FCC
Chairman Julius Genachowski is
see.king to adopt rules that would
require phone and cable companies to give equal treatment to all
broadband traffic traveling over
their networks.
Public interest groups and a

number of big Internet companies,
including Google and online calling service Skype, say such rules
are needed to prevent brnadband
providers from becoming onlide
gatekeepers. They are particularly
concemed that the phone and
cable companies could start charging extca for pnority access, or
could slow or even block Internet
phone calls, online video and other
Web services that compete with
their core businesses.
But the phone and cable companies argue that after investing billions in their networks, they need
to be able earn a return on their
massive investments by offering
premium services. They also insist

that they. need flexibility tO
age network traffic so that highbandwidth applications don't eat
up too much capacity and slow
down their systems for everyone
else.
While there is consensus that
broadband providers should not be
allowed to block or degrade
Internet traffic, the FCC talks have
yet to produce an agreement. Two
big sticking points center on
whether broadband providers
should be allowed to offer premium SerViCeS and whether net neutrality rules should apply to wireless networks, which tend to have
more bandwidth constraints than
landline systems.

- Help Wanted •Assistant Sports Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulati
on,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in
Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, self-starter to
fill
the position of Assistant Sports Editor. This person
will
work closely with the Sports Editor in the daily
production of the Sports Section and will cover mainly
high
schools sports and other community activities. Nights
and weekend work are an integral part of this position
.
A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe
Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm camera
also helpful. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preterred. Send resume and clipping to:
s
Tommy Dillard, Sports Editor, The Murray
Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071: or e-mail:
sports T., murrayledger.com.
•Community/Society Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulati
on,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, setf-starter
to fill
the position of Community/Society Editor. This
person
will be responsible for the daily production
of the
Community/Society Section. This includes writing
and/or typing such items as births, engagements, weddings, anniversaries, obituaries, birthdays, calenda
r of
events items, news from civic clubs and organiza
tions,
schools, churches. and other general community/soci
ety news. A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm
camera also helpful. A bachelor's deoree in journalism
or communications is preferred. Send resume and clippings to: Alice Rouse, Publisher, The Murray Ledger
&
Times, 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071; or e-mail:
arouse0murrayledger.com.

LE;)PG"EalrimEs
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray. KY 42071
Office Hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday

Surgery is a routine

part of our day, hut we understand that it is anything

but fun for our patients. YOU can take comfort in knowing that we have
brand new. stat?-of-the-art surgical suites, the industry s most
sophistic,ated equipment, and top surgeons skilled in minimally invasive
to complicated procedureS,

-

Aittn surgeons trained at some of the most presiigiou medical
schools, we provide a level of surgical excellenc,e that's insurmountable
in our region. right here, close to norne.
From c-sections to total knee replacements to banatnc surgery
we're there for YOU every step of the way.

The Choice is Yours.
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100 Years of Caring

